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Student poll cites racism...

Blacks eye School Bd foothold in '72
By NORMAN 0. UNGER
Hygh Bosworth, a member of the
dubious Memphis School Board, last
week reportedly released the results of
a questionaire submitted to 150 students
(white) at Central high school.
Along with the student's answers,
which raised eyebrows on both sides of
the “bargaming table", Bosworth also
attacked city educators over busing for
transfer students, claiming that in effect, busing would do more damage than
good for race relatiens.
In an address to the "Citizens
Against Busing", Bosworth said his poll
showed that of the 150 students: 80 sad
the quality of education declined with
integration; 77 said white students were
bullied; 101 said discipline was worse;
68 sasd all black were hostile to whites

and that teachers were unfair; 90 said 'few members were present to act.
While it is impossible to say there
classes were more difficult with blacks;
91 said the rights of whites were given weren't enough members present, it
second place and 103 said they disap- turns out that once again the involable
school board has "bought itself a little
porved of busing.
more time to regroup."
...Maxine Smith, executive secretary
Concerning the poll, Maxine said,
of the NAACP in Memphis, George
Brown, one of two blacks on the school ''considered the source. . . He is known
boards' advisory committee, and diar- for his stand agamst desegregation. It
ies Patterson director of the Race Re. is a known fact that he is not in favor
lations committee, all agreed that "the of the law of the land and he openly
validity of the poll should be measured fans the fires of racial hate.
"While the poll could be possible, I
only after considering the source." '
Last Thursday the seebol board can- could pick and choose 100 students that
would say what I wanted them to say
celled a meeting whsAi had been
also, to get the desired results," added
scheduled to discuss the busing issue. a
Mrs. Smith
Behind the same closed doors which
"I was alarmed," said Patterson,
rulings .are made before the community
find
hard to believe the results of
is admitted, the Board cancelled the last
Meeting with an announcement that too the poll, but if by any chance they are

ables" has been elected .by an at-large
procedure where the candidates are voted for independently with P.ve winning a
post It must be coincidental that all
five members happen to be white. To
make amends, both of the board's advisors (Brown and Hollis Price) happen
"I don't think the busmg issue itself
to be black. But unfortunately, advisors
is that important", added Patterson. "It have
no power and serve mainly as
was offered onty as another method to'
"stripes on a zebra."
other desegregation measures."
As sure as tsme aids progress, 1972
George Brown, one of the candidates
holds a few changes.
for the school board's upcoming October
Instead of five elected officials op
elections said: "I read everything that
Bosworth says in a grain of salt. atter an at-large basis. seven of the nine
school
districts will elect its own repreconsidering the source. I d.dn't pay
much attention to the poll. But then if it sentative, with only two gaining adis true, it indicates the racism of the m -ssion via the at-large route.
- "I would say moSt definitely there
students."
will be at least one black on the board
In the past, the board of "untouchtrue, it means that our Race Relations
Board has that much of a bigger jolt to
do. But then again. I would like to know
where he carried out his study. I never
felt any hint that things were as serious
as that.

Masonsto meet here this weekend
Dr. Matthew Walker, Professor of
Surgery and Gynecology and assistant
dean of the School of Medicine at Me.
harryMedical college, will receive the
C:lizens of the Year Award given by
Most Worshipful Prince Hall Grand
Lodge, Jurisdiction of Tennessee, during the 101st Annual Communication,
at Knoxville, July 31-Aug. 4.
Williams Eddins, Sr., of Memphis
wil e honored as Mason of the Year.
he awards will bepresented at a
sanqlet on Aug 2 at the Andrew Johnson hlit.el where the Communi'.7ation will
Se headquartered. Announcement of
the awards was made by the Hon. Charles F. Williams, Most Worshipful Grand .
Master,
The Communication will he repreaentitive of 11,000 Master Masons in 196
lodges in Tennessee, and 9,000 women
of 180 Eastern Star chapters. About 500
delegates are expected to attend.
Dr Walker serves on the staff of
all of the Nashville hospitals. He is a
diplomat of the National Board of Medical Examiners and the American
Board of Surgery.
He is a Fellow of th American and
International college of Surgeons.
Dr. Walker is Director of Surgery
at the Mound Bayou (Mississippi) Comrnunsty hospital and Consultant in Surgery at the Veterans Administration hos
pital, Tuskegee, Ala.
He i's chairman of the Advisory
Council of, the Meharry Neighborhood
Health center and a board member of
several community agencies. He is a
Methodist.
Edrims has been a Mason for 61
years and was Master of St. Alban
Lodge No. 5 of Memphis for 14 years.
He served as Grand Marshall of the
Grand Lodge for 20 years before being

named Grand Marshal Emertius. He is gives scholarships to students, provides Memphis, is Grand Worthy Matron of
benefits to members. Headquarters are Excellsier Grand Chapter, Jeff MicKina Baptist.
(; nr1 Wlrthy Patron.
n r, or Flo! a"
Dr. Thomas E. Poga, of Tennessee in Memphis. Sister Etta M Selmon of
A. and I . State university. chairman of
the Scholarship Committee of the Grand
Lodge will be the banquet speaker.
'The Grand Lodge will open on Satur
day, July 31, with meetngs of the Rosa
B. Whitson Grand Guild and Austin W
Williams Grand Commandery, Knight,
of Templar.
&itchy session will feature the
Council of Deliberations on Sundas
morning and the pubic meeting of Jo,
Austin W: Williams Grand Commanders
on Sunday afternoon. '
The Lodge of Sorrow will convene
Sunday evening, with Rev. B. G. Rags
dale of Rogers Memorial Baptist church
Knoxville, as the speaker.
Official sess'ons of the Grand Lodge
will begin Monday Aug. 2, as will also
the Excelsior Grand Chalker, Order of
the Eastern Star.
Tuesday sessions will feature the
Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons
and the Eufyka Grand Court of the
Heroines of Jericho. The annual address of the Grand Master is scheduled'
for Tuesday morning, with reports of
Rev. H. P. Sandridge, president of the Zion District Sunday School
othdr offmers,and election of officers on
Wednesday morning.
and B.T.U. Congress, is seen here presenting a check to Atty. Odell

Check for LeMoyne-Owen

READERS UNITE. .

The Tri-State Defender extends an
open invitation to the people of t h e
Memphis area to GET INVOLVED.
We inv:te any letters and calls of
news interest from church, civic and
neighborhood organizations as well
as individuals, for publication. Th:s
is YOUR newspaper, USE IT,..

Horton, president of LeMoyne-Owen college. James Harris,

assis-

tant to Horton looks on.

WLOK protest ends
Last week, 11 of 17 employes of
WLOK, a white-owned, black-oriented
radio station, walked in protest of low
wages and positions.
On July 24, Star Broadcasting, the
owner of a cham in which WLOK is a
member, sent in a black negotiating
team to talk with the strikers.
Negotiations were held up earlier in
the week 'because the management of
the Station refused to accept two employees beck.
After a 10 hour meeting all of the

employees demands were met. They included:
1) Two more full time disk jockeys
be named from the present staff with
salaries comparable with the other radio
stations in Memphis.
2) One full time News man.
3) A Black ass,
stant general manager be named.
4) No one be fired while striking or
after the strike.
5) A news cruiser be adde'd to the
news department.

after the next election." said Mrs. Smith
who is also one of the candidates.
"There is a good chance that as
many as three blacks will be elected
with the new election procedures, (-cording to geographical l'ists. On a racial basis two districts are' about 60
per cent black, and one is better than
80 per cent black, which should almost
insure one to be elected."
Regardless of the numerous "black
narks" on Bosworth's report card, he
has to be given credit in one instance.
When asked why unfavorable inc.dents of racial friction inMemphis city
schools often had not been reported,
Bosworth replie
"The answer is
obvious. . . . We need another school
board."

Pepsi union strikes
The Brewery and Sot t Drink Workers of Local Union No. 196 AFL-CIO are
striking against the Pepsi Cola Bottling
co.lat 1500 Thomas St.
The local's president John Lott stated, "We are asking the community to
boycott all Pepsi Cote Products, whi h
include Peps:. Cola, Diet-Rite, Dr. Pepper
and 7-up.
The Union has been striking since
June 18. with most of the Union's demands hmging on pensions and satisfactory wage increase.
W. H. Bailey, business representative for the union said "management did
net cooperate and tickets were place
around Pepsi Cola at 6 a in. on June 18.

The employes made a formal request
for their pay checks and the Pepsi Management refUsed"We filed a suit in General Sessions
ii
Court." Bailey stated.
Bailey added Our people are very
militant. On the first proposal we voted
1362 to reject the company's offer
which took away most of our important ,
benefits."
Bailey stated. "Pepsi Cola has just
been antagonistic to our people, I haven't
seen many cornpanie's like this."
"Our people have to contend with
high taxes, food azist and the standard of
living, and We will stay out until we
feel these needs are met." Bailey said

Netters, Ford...

Campaign starts
Councilman (Rev.) James I.. Netters, recently announced that he would
run for re-elect on to the Council seat for
District six. Councilman Netters, who
will be opposed by John Ford, told a
group of supporters, "Thirteen of us
started out knowing little about City
Government.
"Slowly, but surely. the waters of
understand -117 wetie troubled many day,.
but we brazed the storm." he zt.,ted.
Councilman Netters proposed the following platform:
I. Opposition to annexation, until
funds are available.
2. Guarantee from the Board of Education that adequate physical facliti'es
will be available to relieve the load of
any and all of the compacted areas
effected by annexation and any new
housing development in the area.
3. More improvement in street facilities and lighting in the sixth district.

1. A far employment resolution providing for up-grading blacks and minorities.
6. Continuation of the fight against
"regressive taxes" such as the santialion fee.
7. Improvement of Police Community
Relationships.
Counciman Netters told his supporters "I feel polar'zat,on is perhaps more
•nten,e in the t'Yv of Memph's than
ever before. There is almost a total
break-down in the relat onship among
the races and classes. I shall work hard
to bridge this gap and re-establish a
shoulder to shoulder coThmunication
that will he inductee to the total growth
of our commurrty.
John Ford, brother of State Rep.
Harold Ford, announced recently that
he will ako run for the Sixth District
Seat.

Panther leader here;
Blasts establishment
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Grand prize winner...
Mrs. Doshia Sims of 1600 Preston st., the grand prize winner at
the official opening of Metro Shopping Plaza, Danny Thomas and
Crump, is shown at Memphis airport accepting two American Airline tickets to Acapulco, Mexico from Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, the
president of Metro. Mrs. Sims' grandson 'Michael Caldwell, left,
accompanied her on the all-expense-paid trip. Upon their *turn
to Memphis last week, Mrs. Sims said "We were treated royally."
Joining Metro in sponsoring the trip were Holiday Inns and
American Airlines.

-Miss Elaine Browns deputy minister
of information, of the National Oakland
chapter of the Black Panther Party, flew
to Memphis Monday to speak at a rally
held at Club Paradise in support of the
Memphis 16.
The Memphis 16 were arrested at the
Texas Court apartments when they tr:ed
to move families from homes the Health
dept. had condemned into the vacant
Memphis Housing authority apartments.
Miss Brown said that "the 16 brothers and sisters will be going on trial for
tire former slave law, when in fact it is
acted on human - beings that are supposedly no longer slaves.
"In Memphis they are bringing forth
'a law which in most states has b de n
abolished, anyway.
I. "This is a very important trial because it':a the first time this has happened and there are so many people that
are on trial that this would definitely
deal a blow to our chapter . in Tennessee," Miss Brown said. "And we wanted
the people to remain on the streets."
In reply to the question concerning
the split it the Black Panther Party in
Memphis, M4ss Brown 'answered "it is
unfortunate that people connect Us with
those two issues and that is the fact that
a large membership has dwindled down

and the so-called split which .s in effed
since the defection of our former minister of information.
"What we are involved.in is the mass
of people that want food, clothing a n d
housmg. Our objective is not to keep the
gun but as Huey (Newton) points out, to
get rid of guns then initiate the, type of
society we can live freely and cooperatively."
"Here you will be getting a medical
center clmic, a free breakfast program
and liberation school that will serve free
lunches," she added.
Miss Brown said that there is no
split in the party and we are still 99.9
per scent intact and have loyal to the interest of the people."

CONTINUED!

The current series in the Tr: state
Defender on Angela Davis will not be
found in this editioni Parts I sod II
ran in two previous editions. Parts
III, IV and V vrIll be continued in
three final installments to be found
on page four beginning again neat
week.

JAMES L. NETTERS

JOHN FORD

ICVE buses students
In their mass voter registration effort to get all young black 18 to 21 year
olds registered, the Inner-City Voter
Education Comm ttee bused ariorox mately 65 students to the Election Commission Office to register to vote last
Friday. This is but only one attempt the
group has made in the.', effort to reels.
ter an estimated 18,500 young blacks.
In Memphis there are approximately'
35,000 18 to 21 year olds eligiMe to register. ICVE has been holding politicat
workshops and encourag.ing voter registration for the past 6 months, in order to
help thew young people cast an informed ballot.
ICVE has planned a welcome
dance, Aug. 5, at 'the Showcase Club
for the enjoyment of the new 18 to 21 year
old voters. The only thing needed for ad-

inis,
!ion is a voter registration card.
The next scheduled "Right-On" Political Workshop is slated August 7th. "We
are etrmiralM2 all concer'ned young
people to att-nd". said Miss Minn''rva
Jtihniean chairman of the group. "We
are nlann'n- several actitities
light and 'nvetve these young voters lb.
to the political arena".
ICVE is ,eek ng the entire community support in their efforts to reach our
poteet;a1 veng powe'. "We are dependng on ministers, civic leaders political
leaders, teaehers. princ'pals and parents
to actively involve themselves in this
all-out attempt to get our Unregistgred to
register and then to cast the vote when
he tim e come,.'We
be personally
calling these' persons asking for their
support in our non-partisan drive," stat
ell Miss Johnican.
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Black Perspective aires Sickle Cell Anemia
The big parade

See America
first not a
'bad idea
By LOUIS• - MARTIN
The gifted cartoonist of the
Chicago Daily Defender, Chester
Commodore, has given us an interesting comment on the dra=
matic announcement by President
Nixon that he plans to visit Red
China. One of the charaCters in
Commodore's cartoon in the Tuesday issue asks: "Think he'll ever
visit Black America?"
It is a good question and it
touches the national interest.
Certainly all of us are concerned about world peace. We appreciate the efforts of the President to improve relations between
this country and the People's Republic of China. It
goes without saying that the President's visit is also
smart politics. ,
President Nixon has made a career of anti-communism. When he was a young candidate for Congress he effectively ended the career of Congressman Helen Gahagan Douglas by putting her in bed
with the Bolsheviks. It is somewhat ironic that he
should be the one to start a dialogue with the red
wheels of mainland China.
Be that as it may, if the President can spare the
time from his international chess game. it would certainly serve the national interests to visit and take a
hard look at Black America.
It is not true. as Vice President Agnew would have
him believe, -that when you see one slum you have
seen them all. The President. of course, has not really
seen that first one. At least he has not made the kind
of visit that would give him at first hand the knowledge of what life is really like in the poverty-stricken
black islands of our major cities.
Furthermore, the President is handicapped because he does not have a domestic counterpart of Henry Kissinger sitting at-his elbow, continually pressing
for action against the evil forces that are tearing this _
country apart from within.
By visiting Black America. Mr. Nixon might be-.
gin to understand how to interpret some of the statistics that cross his desk. He would, for instance, see
the human. aspect of the recent report of the Labor
Department on unemployment for the second quarter
of this year. The official release indicates that in the
nation's "worst-off neighborhoods': .unemployment
rose from 9 per cent to 10.1 per cent in the second
quarter of 1971. The black adult unemployment rate
is more than twice as high as among whites.

'Black
Perspective."
WHBQ's monthly TV series
will explore Sickle Cell Anemia, an inherited blood disease that attacks primarily
blacks. The show will be aired on Channel 13, at 9:30
p.m. Thursday. July 29.
Whittier Sengstacke Jr.,
producer and writer of the
black oriented program said.
-The presentation will include many aspects of Sickle
Cell Anemia that very few
people have knowledge of."
Guests on the half hour
presentation wit lbe Dr. L.
W. Diggs, co-investigator and
former head of The University of Tennessee's Sickle
Cell Center; Dr. A. P. Kraus.
chairman of the Center and
his wife Dr. Lorraine Kraus,
U. T. Biochemistry Department; Dr. Rudolph Jackson,
St. Jude hospital vid Dr.
Leland Atkins, medical representative of the NAACP
and the Medical Associates.
During a recent meeting
at the Sickle Cell Center at
42 N. Dunlap it., a bi-racial
group of medical and professional people agreed t here
is a need for public information concerning the n ature
of this disease and the possibilities of medical care for
patients suffering from the
painful crises. The purpose
of this month's "Black Perspective" is to create community awareness of Sickle
Cell Anemia.
During the half hour presentation Mr. Sengstacke and

his guests will explore sonic
of the physical, octal and
psychological aspects of the
disease. The program will
take a perspective look It
research being done at St
Jude Children's Hospital and
The University of Tennessee
Medical Unit.
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One of the most important
portions of the program will
be discussion of the $145,000
grant allocated to the Um
versity of Tennsesee by tie
National Institute of Health
This grant will allow tin
Medical Unit to systematical
ly study three methods of
treatment.
The University. of Tennessee has one of the largest
and oldest medical units in
the country. Patients w it h
acute sickle cell cases will
be treated at the Clinical
Research Center. The expense of such treatment will
be borne by the research
contract and the center itself.
A new and separate routine of admission for sickle
cell patients will be used for
this study and it i- hoped
that it will reduce to a
minimum, the red tape involved n admission procedures.
During the program Dr.
Leland Atkins, will discuss
his ideas for m ak i n g the
through physicians of the
Medical Societies in this area
and the use of the church to
alert the citizens to the problem.

Main library closes
The Main Library at 1850
Peabody will be closed to
the public for two weeks, beginning Monday. Aug. 9.
During the two weeks period, readers may return
books to any branch library

in the system, or to the book
return box at Main Library.

The focus will be on good blues and goodlooking girls on
"B. B. King Day," Aug. 27 when all Memphis will hear a
proclamation honoring the "King of the Blues," Memphis'
own Riley King, who earned the name "Beale Street Blues
Boy" before gaining world-wide lame. Joining in honoring him will be a bevy of more than 50 young women to

When Main Library is reopened August 23. the public
is invited to visit and use
their beautiful Main Library.

be known as "Miss Bluesettes," in honor of the blues master. Among those vie-log for the honor of being the t op
"Miss Bluesette". are: (I to 41: Misses Bernice Jackson,
Sherry Washington, Jeraldine Brumley, Anna Smith,
Tannie Windom, and Dorothy Jones, captain of the group.

HELP CELEBRATE THE

. OPENING OF OUR 1,NATIONWIDE
000th
STORE. WIN A COMDISMEMORATIVE
COUNT COIN. USE IT
OVER AND OVER FOR
A 10% DISCOUNT ON
PURCHASES FOR THE
REST OF 1971.

Used CarsFrom the
Get MoreDealer!

HANDYAAGNETIC MIKE HOLDER
No holes. No Brackets. At4:p
tach to any steel surface in
truck, boat or office. 211130. REG. 99c.

79

3250 SUMMER
324.4414

riff LONGER...YET NH

ARCHER HOME BATTERY CHARGER
Charges up to 4 batteries —
even different kinds. Plugs
into any 117 V AC outlet.
Can't overcharge or burn
out. 270-1526. REG. 4.95.

I

4.49

MENTHOL

30FT. TELEPHONE EXTENTION CORD
Flexible 4-conductor cord,
plug and standard telephone
jack. Ideal for intercoms.
•
279-1261. REG. 2.98.
MOISTURE DETECTOR RELAY KIT
Sounds alarm when moisture
touches pick-up. Use as rain
detector, even as buglar alarm.
28-132. REG 4.95.

Such a visit would enable the President to see
these ugly statistics in person. He could chat w ith
some of the hundreds of thousands of jobless blacks,
young and old, and find out just how his domestic
policies are working. He could see the kids being
seduced by dope pushers and the hardened criminals,
who can prove that crime pays more than anything
else available.

4-WAY

ALARM SYSTEM KIT
Safe battery operation. No
soldering. Inc. door switch,
cadmium/sulphide light cell,
touch plate and buzzer. 28240. REG.4.95.

HI-Fl PILLOW SPEAKER

• Such a visit would enlighten him on the causes
of riots, bombings, cop killings and all the street
crimes, including murder.
The President might get some food for thought.
He might begin to wonder what represents the most
serious and immediate threat to the well being of the
United States.
If there is no action on jobs, housing and the
basic needs of the black and poor in the nation, our
society may collapse before any foreign enemy has a
chance to fire a shot in our direction.
This kind of talk disturbs Vice President Agnew.
Last week he derided blacks leaders in America for
carping about conditions and charged that they were
"querolous." He ,suggested that blacks here would
profit from emulating some of the African leaders he
has met. His remarks got a big play.
Mr. Agnew speaks from a background of ignorance
about both the African leaders he has met and the
black American leaders, most of whom he has not
met. In view of his ignorance and the disinterest of
the President, perhaps both should visit Black Amen-
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POPULAR AC ADAPTER FOR RADIOS
Versatile AC Adapter used
to convert most battery operated radios to AC current,
12-702. REG. 4.95.

Longer..yet milder
longer length-milder taste
You get both with'

PALL MALL MENTHOL 100s
18 mg. isr." 13 mg. Mutate
As per cigarette. FTC Repott NOV.70

Thin precision speaker. Includes miniature phone plug.
Ideal for late night time TV
or Radio listening. 33-206.
REG. 1.89.
AUTO'SPEAKER CONTROL

THREE-WAY TV ANTENNA CLIP
For UHF/VHF Antennas.
Connects 300 ohm line from
TV set. No screws or solder
needed. 15-832.

3 position control. Select
sound from front, rear or
both speakers. Installs easily.
40-540. REBI.99c.

MORSE CODE SENDING KEY
BEGINNERS set. Ideal for
boy scout code classes. Nickel-plated Parts. 20-1085.
REG. 89c

COMPLETE RtCORD CLEANING
Safe, Easy To Use, Contains
cleaning fluid, velvet applicator, stylus/record brush. 421085. REG. 1.98.

KIT

SHOP THESE "AROUND THE HOUSE" GADGETS AT MONEY SAYING PRICES
• Southland Mall ShoPP.• Eastgate Shoop. dr.
__ 5140 Park Ave.
. . Ctr. Near Sears
Alongside union
• Frayser Plaza
Planter Bank
.. 2110 Frayser Blvd.
• 3403 Summer
• 1825 5. 3rd Street
Next Door To Woolco • 118 N. Main Street
,gg_ Mendenhall Estates ShOpp. Ctr.
• 1625 Poplar At
3103 So. Mendenhall
— Avalon Next Door
• Jonesboro, Ark.
To Zayre

SOUTHLAND

IDEFEN DER

M. Carl Holman was
named to succeed Jack II.
Vaughn as President of The
National Urban Coalition.
Holman has been Senior
Vsce President for Policy
and Planning at the fouryear-old social action organization.
In announcing the appointment of Holman, Sol
'Linowitz, Chairman of The
National Urban Coalition,

said that "probably more
than any other man, he
characterizes the spirit and
the philosophy of coalition,
and no man has worked
harder or more imaginatively to bring it to success. He
shares my deep conviction
that our 42 focal coaktions
can play. a more significant
role in solving this , nation's
critival urban problems."
Holman, 50, joined the
„

Coalition in 1968 and was
elected a natAonal co-chairman last May, occupying the
post formerly filled by A.
Phillip Randolph and the
late Whitney WO Young, Jr.
As- Senior Vice President
he was instrumental in developing such Coalition programs as the Mmority Contractors Assistance Project
and of Counterbudget, a
proposal to establish new ,
national priorities through a
reform of the Federal budget
process.
/
But perhaps his greatest
contribution to the Coalition
and the cause of human
justice has been in Its broad
series of initiatives to reconcile urban racial and ethnic
minorities so that they can
.work
together ,on the
common problems.. Under
HoLman's general direction
the Coalition developed the
1970 Mid-America Criminal
Justice Seminar which
brought together the Mayors,
police chiefs and cAizens

from 15 Midwest cities.
He played a key role n
assisting in organizing, with
the Conservation Foundatson,
the 1971 National Conference
Public Transportation
on
which drew representatives
from many national organizations.
Working with the Urban
Ethnic Affays Taik Force
of the U. S. Catholic Conference, he participated in
the creation of the Calumet
Community Congress, a
regional federation of 142.
working people's groups interested in progresswe social
change. Under his direction,
similar efforts are under
way in New York City, Baltimore, Detroit and seviral
other local coalition (ties.
Holman was born in Minter City, Mississippi, and
spent his youth in St. Louis,
M:ssouri. He graduated magna cum laude from Lincoln
(Mo.) University and later
earned a master's degree at
the University of Chicago

and a master of fine arts
degree from Yale University.
From 1949 to 1962 he was
Professor of English and
the Humanities at Clark
College in Atlanta and also
taught at Atlanta Utiversity
and • Hampton Institute in
Virginia. From 1960 to 1963
he was editor of the Atlanta
inquirer,
In 1962 he joined the staff
of the U. S. Commission on
Cwil Rights and was serving
as Deputy Staff Director
when he left to join the
Coalition as Vice President
for Program Development.
Holman is a member of
the D.strict of Columbia
Board of Higher Education;
The Field Foundation; and
the Board of the National
Committee on Household
Employ meat.

Marines invite
Black militants
Black militants are welcome to enlist in the U.S. Marines.
So declares a top Marine
Corps officer, Brig. Gen.
Robert D. Bohn, commanding general of the 2d Marine Divison at Camp Lejeune, N.C., where one out
of every five Marines is
black.
Writing in the . August
issue of Sepia magazine,
a leading black monthly,
General Bohn states:
"There is a place in the

d isc r i m ination,
tolerate
but we have the task of
dispelling any appearance,.
of discrimination."
General Bohn describes
the program of.the Marines
Speaking for the Marine - to educate whites in its
ranks to "the aspirations
Corps, which had an unandfra,strationsof the
official ban on blacks in
black American." One phase
its ranks until World War
Of the program, callqd senII, the 2d Division comt rai ning, places
sitivity
mander declares in his Seblack Marines in the role
article that recruits
pia
Marine
of white commanders and.,
carry i n to the
w hi t e Marines
requires
Corps "prejudices felt by
to act as blacks in special
Americans" but inall
racial situations.
sists: "Not only can we not
Marines for militants of any
race who are proud of
their heritage and resent any
slur upon it or upon themselves."

He is married to the
former Marietta Ama of
Philadelph•a. The Holmans
have three children Kerry
22; Karen, 20; and Kent, 18.
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Decorator

SHADES
A report issued by the
Southern Regional Council
in Atlanta declares that
recent hous irig policies
announced by the White
House m i g ht perpetuate
another generation Of .--s-egregated housing patterns
more inflexible than in the
past.
The report notes, however, that related factors
such as de facto school
segregation, acess of minorities to new employment oppor tunities, diminishing space in inner
cities "might force a rethinking of the President's
announced policies."
.% hopeful sign, the re-
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port says, is an apparent
split between HUD Secretary George Romney and
other presidential advisers
over implications of the
President's June 11 statement.
"Two forces seem to be
at work within the administration, one urging a
swit accommodation with
what are seen to be white
suburban values, the other
doggedly holding out for a
the
by
course dictated
range innation's long
terests."
The Council report describes the Pr esident's
statement as "a rationale
for minimal use of federal
power in attempts at breaking down suburban racial
barriers." In the South, the
▪ Council declares, "despite
a great deal of national
comment on the progressivism of newly elected Southern governors . . . it is still
unrealistic to expect that
great strides wit be taken
in the area of equal housing oppo rtunity without
the spur of strong federal
action."
However there is still an
opportunity in the South,

Would you recommend
ROTC to a young man
headed for co

1

revvrep-fm. a-

If you're good enough to get an
Army ROTC scholars!-Ap, it'll pay
fir all your tuition, books and lab
tees. And give you year 'round
•
spending money.
It you're a high school graduate
and you take ROTC when you get a
crack at a three-year scholarship in
your freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
pay for your last year.

the courtry. And you'll have the
chance to see some of the world,
too.

LTC John H. Redd, Jr.'
Alabama A&M College
Normal, Ala. 35762

Check it out. Write one of the
officers below. There's no obligation. Just a great opportunity.

LTC Charles D. Randall
Alcorn ALM College
Lerman, Miss, 39096

A great way to

LTC &impel WaShington,
Florida A&N University
Tallahassee, Fla, 32307

ARMY ROTC.
make it.

LTC Leo M. Roberts
Jackson Stet* C•Ilogo
Jackson, Miss. 39217

With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Even if you don't win a scholarship
and the folks wind up footing the
bills, you get ar Army commission
when you graduate. That makes a
college investment pay off a lot

Major Uriak McGrady
North Carolina ALT Stem Uniosesity
Groons boo, N.C. 27405

bitter. For years to come.
As an Army officer, you'll exercise leadership. Manage men and
material. Work olosely with people
from all walks of life. From all over

Major James A. Harris
Chl•f, Ni, Rct Br
ATTN: AJAGR.P
HO, Third US Army
Ft McPherson, Go. 30330

LTC Willie L. Johnsee
Smith Caroline Store Collie
Oroorebera, S.C. 29115
LTC Arthur H. Seabrook
Tuskorm Institut*
:Tusk's**, Al.. 340111

the report points out, to
avoid the rigsd ghettoization
that has come to Northern
cities. "Enough land is
still available in the su-'
burbs of most Southern
cities to easily accommodate the dispersal of housing for poor and moderate
mcome people." In Fultoo
County, Georgia, the report adds, there is an estimated 220,000 acres of
undeveloped land in the suburbs.
The Council report is
critical of the Feder al
Housing Administration for
approving federally-assisted
housing in areas of racial
concentration. Despite new
HUD site selection criteria
calling for more attention
to "non-discrminatory location" of such housing,
the SRC report questions
HUD's
ability
manpower
to enforce the guidelines.
Lack of manpower is also
a serious flaw in HUD's,,
efforts to act on
dual cornniaints of discrimination. "II 1970 the Office
of Housing Opportunity had
a staff of approximately
120, including those mav-;
taining its regional offices..
In its Atlanta regional offices.
there are five professional
investigators who must cover
complaints from eight Southern states."
Presently, according to
the Council report, an average of 30 days is required
to complete anf report
results of an investigation
and 75 days is normally
spent in completing the
conciliation process. Such
delays, the report says, are
likely a major reason why the
complaint process has not
helped more people since
complaining parties generally
have an immediate need for
housing and thus may sometime feel that filing a complaint is not worth their time
and effort.
Despite the president's
pledge to strengthen the
complaint process, the report declares, HUD's inadequate manpower "points
up the lack of priority which
the administration seems
to place on enforcement
of Title VIII."
The Council report discusses the problems of
organizations
neihborhood
in dealing with the harassing techniques of profiteering real estate dealers.
More than twenty-five such
organizations exist in the
South. "The long range success of any neighborhood
orgaimation d e pends on
the degree of cooperation
it receives from local political and business leadership
in helping reshape the directions in which black expangscon is permitted to
develop."
White panic is not necessarily a n a ti t omatic
response to the entry of
blacks into a previously
all white neighborhood, the
report declares.
"Some whites may decide to stay in their cornmumties because they like
where they live and its
convenience within the city,
because they might already
have paid off their mortgage
and do not want to incur
another elsewhere on a
higher interest market."
The report cites the hAterness that whites in such
neighborhoods feel toward
blockbusting real estate
agents. "I have been harassed," one resident reports,
"until it - has been detrimental to my health."
The SRC report tells of
an incident in whch a
real estate company
brought pressure to bear
on a neighborhood newspaper whvh was tieing
research for an expose
of blockbusting tactics.

WINDOW
TREATMENTS
• Venetian Blinds
• Vertical Blinds
• Austrian Shades
• Decorative Wood
Shades

Custom Tailored
SHOP AT HOME. WE WILL
BRING SAMPLES AT YOUR,
LOW
CONVENIENCE.
PRICES. SEE US BEFORE

Floor Coverings
Rugs Room Size
Carpet

YOU BUY.

Bath Room Carpets
ASSORTED,

BEM STYLES
VARIETY OF TRIMS

Linoleum
inlaid Vinyl

N'inyl Tile
SERVICES OF OUR
INTERIOR
VC DECORATOR
A ARE YOURS FOR
THE ASKINIS.

smooh
dud l tone
florsheim
Look at this one. It's in two tones of glistening kidskin
that emphasize and enhance a great shape toe. The higher heel
gives the entire boot a fresh new look that, naturally,
says Fldfsheim today.$43.95
In black/burgundy, brown/gold

GREG'S
Men & Boys Fashions
99 SOUTH MAIN STREET

LEO KING
YourShoe Department Rtpretentative at Greg
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For and about my people...

ELLA M.
DURRETT

Nude dancing legal in Portland
SIOUX INDIAN CHIE
Red Fox, 101, credits his
long life tes 15 push-ups and
18 cigars a day.
He said tobacco has as
many vitamins as such
vegetebles as cabbage and
cauliflower. The chief recalled that women who
smoked pipes and sniffed
snuff "would give birth to
a baby and be up washing
diapers in the morning."
Red Fox. who spent several years • with Bufflao
Wild
West,"Show,
Bill's
was • in San Francisco promoting his autobiography.
NUDE DANCING is legal
again in Portland. Ore. —at
least for a week.

Exotic Dane er Casey
Champagne, whose nightclub act climaxes in complete nudity, won a temporary injunction prohibiting enforcment of a new city ban on "Bottomless"
"I just can't understand
dancing
what has gpne wrona." she
said. "I'm back where I
The order, by Cirmit
started."
Court Judge William M.
A'spokesman at the hospiDale, will be in effect until
tal where she haa her OpJuly 28 when the judge will
hold a hearing to detereration said "we do warn
women that these operations
mine if a permanent injuncmight not altogether be
tion should be issued.
successful.
But the failure
MRS. KEY HATFIELD
rate is only about one in
won the first round of a bat1.000."
tle with the city of St. Paul,
TWO-YEAR-OLD
Paul
Minn., when a conciliation
Johnsoo's mother did not
court referee ordered the
city to refund her $16.54
appreciate the joke when he
she had been charged for
crept up behind her, put his
tree trimming.
hands over her eyes and
The reason for Mr. Hatshouted: "peek-a-boo!"
field's protest: she has no
trees on her property.
Mrs. D e lina Johnson.
The city attorney's, office,
32; of Stratford, England,
roots
arguing that a tree's
happened
to he driving
extend as far underground
the family car at 30 miles
as its branches offer shade
per hour at the time. The
aboVe ground, said it would
vehicle swerved across the
appeal the decision since
multiple head in j uries
there's a big tree in a
road and hit a parked van.
neighbor's yard about six
Mrs. J o hnson received
feet front the Hatfield proprequiring several stitches
erty line,
as well as a black eye. The
PRISONERS AT THE Lee
county (Dixon Ill.) Law
car was badly damaged.:
Enforcement C e n ter reBut baby Paul was upfused to return to their ...hurt.
cells one night because their
MARGARET ANNE DEG.
lunch was late.
Chief Deputy Sheriff ArNAN, 24, of the cook county
(Chicago) clerk's office isnold Ranken tried to make

sued James Patrick Feeney
a marriage license and then
kissed him. Miss Degnan is
Feeney's intended bride.
THE ECHO IV is at home
on the water. but the 106'
passenger sightseeing boat
has problems on dra. land.

A HOUSEWIFE WHO complained under the trade descriptions act about an
oven-ready turkey with only
one leg has received only
sympathy g from a shrewsbury, England official.
Robert H o,l I oway, • the
town's Chief Weights and
Measures inspector, said
the woman had made the
mistake of a majority of
those who come to him with
complaints—a bad buy.
"If no description of an
article is made, then logically it follows there can
be no false description,"
he said.

GARY SIEGFRIED WAS
leading his six-man rock
group, "The Yaps", through
a rousing rendition of their
latest composition last week
when practice was interrupted by the Easton, Pa.,
police.
The neigh hors didn't
care for the yaps. Siegfried
asked the officers "what
should we do, play in the
country prison." the police
replied that might not be a
bad idea.
One night inmates at
Notthampton County Prison
were among those most oftcert by Gary Siegfried and
the Yaps. Warden Thomas
Cavanaugh reported 100 per
cent attendance.

LOVELY SONG STYLIST Jean Holden is "wowing" night•
club audiences all over the country. Jean, who hails from
Columbus. Ohio, just finished an engagement in Chicago
The 61-foot vessel was
launched on lake mead,
Nev., after a long aod troublesome overland trip from
San Diego-a 300 mile journey that took 600 miles because of highway restriction. in California, Nevada

WHEN 46 FRIENDS and
relatives could not show up
for her wedding, Elizabeth
Kislingbury, 23, of Purford,
England, decided to send
them each a slice of her
wedding cake.
That was a month ago. So
far only three slices have
arrived. Now the newlywed
has asked the post office for
an investigation. "I think
somebody in the post office
had a giant party," she said.
said.
.

TOO MANY FATHERS
are tipsy when they arrive
at church to give their

Melrose reunion
The weekend of Aug. 13-15
has been selected as dates
for fun and excitement
in a reunion of the Melrose Alumni Class of 1956.
.A steering committee has
been meeting for the past
few_ is eeks formulating
plans for the affair to include: an informal get-together cocktail hour, on the
opening day. the Reunion
Banquet Aug. 11, at the
Shezaton Motor Inn, and
a family codkout Sunday
afternoon.
An assessment of $10
per person :s reauested to

participate in the Banquet
which includes eeverything.
The cocktail party and cookout are optional, and further
dues will be necessa:y to
attend.
For further information
please contact Mrs Ruthie
Sawyer LaGrone, 2654 Park
ave.. 324-9430 or Mrs. Vivian
Rowlette Scales. 1150 Marechained St., 743-7815, before
August 1.
DEANS LIST
Two alemplis studen's.
Imogene Bolden and Carolyn Jean Cain, are among
the 146 .0.iidents who wee

named • to the Dean's List
for the Spring semester
at Stillmap college.
Stillman. a liberal arts°matted
college
was
founded in 1876 by the PresIt
Church,
U.S.
'byterian
offers the bachelor of arts
and bachelor of science
degrees.
ST. MATTHEW TEA
Enjoy a n e venixig of
"fellowship and Fashions"
with the St. Matthew Baplist Church Sunday. Aug.
8, 1971 at the Sheraton
Peabody
Ba 11 ream. 149
Union Avenue. The occasion
is the 11th Annual Tea

and the public is invited.
Donation will be $2.00,
time is 4 to 6 p.m.
The Rev, H.H. Harper
is pastor of the church
and Mrs. Octavia Thompson is the General Chairman of the tea.
HEADSTART VACANCIES
The Early Childhood Development is opening 3
Headstart centers in the
Binghampton, Millington and
Eads _ areas. Applications
for children 3-6 are now
being accepted at the Headstart office at 546 Beale
St or call 525-8727 for further
information

NNPA president in Florida
WASHINGTON. D.C.
(NNPA) — From president
and chairman of the board
of a Miami bank to chairman of the board of a local
hospital there represents the
span of community leadership of Garth C. Reeves Sr..
editor-publisher of the Miami
Times and the new president
of the National Newspaper
Publishers Association
(NNPA).
Moving to the national
scene as head of NNPA,
Reeves is already working to
keep the black press in the
"forefront of the struggle fmracial justice and equality."
he says. Last week he and
an NNPA committee met
with members of the ConCaucus
Black
gressional
here to discuss ways of working together to help further
improve the lot of black
Americans.
Reeves says he plans to
meet frequently with the
Caucus and other leadership
groups. And he has on :his
NNPA agenda occasional
summit meetings and annual
governmental briefings here

G. C. REEVES
in Washington.
The new president succeeds John H. Sengstacke,
head of the Sengstacke newspaper chain, who called the
NNPA organizing meeting in
Chicago 31 years ago. He
had been president of the association since 1968.
Its 82 member newspapers
are located in 28 states a`nd
the Virgin Islands, and, have

a combined circulatioh of
three million.
Reeves plans! a membership recruitment drive tig
bring in the smeller papers.
"We want every black paper
to he a membez," he says.
The new president's local
involvement in Florida •leadership includes, in addition.
to the bank and hospital, the
presidency of the United
Black Federation, membership on the executive board
of the United Fund and of
the Better Business Bureau,
as well as membership in the
Greater Miami Chamber of
Commerc e, the Urban
League. Frontiers of America, and tife membership in
the NAACP.
A number of organizations, including his alma
mater, Florida A & M university, the American Jewish Committee, and the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity,
with
have hmored
him
awards and citations.
But Reeves main interest
is newspapers. He has been
associated with the Miami
Times since he was 5 years

old when his father H. E.
Sigismund Reeves started,
the paper. Printing fascinated hint, and he helped with —
the printing from the time
he could lift a composing
stick. Later he attended the
Mergenthaler Linotype
School in Brooklyn.
Equipped in the mechanical side of newspaper publishing, he rounded out his
training at Florida A &
graduating in 1940. He served
as a full-time reporter on
the paper until he entered
Military service two years
later, and spent nearly four
years as technical sergeant
in both the European and
Pacific theatres.
After the war: Reeves became managing editor of his
paper. Upon his father's
death seven months ago, he
took over as editor and publisher. He was already serv•
ing f,s chairman of the board.
of the National Industrial
Bank. He became its president five months ago.
Reeves is married and has
a 21-year-old daughter and a
19-year-old - son. He is 52.

CAA to get $612,000

Any way you try it,
Armour Treet tastes good.
Everybody seems to like it.
Treet is all sugar-cured
good Armour meat.
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The Community Action
Agency has been allotted
from the Offee of Economic
Opportunity $612,000 for the
operation of programs in
Memphis & Shelby County
for 1972. The local initiative
funds which can be expanded at the choosing of ka
CAA and approval of t
Memphis City Council and
Shelby County Court will be
used to refund current CAA
programs and/or nev) programs, except for Emergency Food & Medicine, Family Planning, and Alcohol Rehabilitation activities, which
projects are funded w ! t h
earmarked monies.
Local, non-profit groups or
organizations which h a ye
ideas for new programs that
they would like to operate
to help low-income persons
are asked to contact Jim
Bowers, Di re c to r of Programs. for technical assistance on the procedure for
writing and submitting programs. Deadline data for
submitting written program
proposals is midnight. August
5.
The CAA Human Services
Training Institute will begin
August 9, 1971 at Memphis

••••• •••••••
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State University. The tirst
session will be front August
9-28. Five additional sessions.
will be conducted at MSU
between August, 1971 and
August,' 1972.
The Institute is the specialized training arm of the

Community Adieu Aamicy.
and its duties are to provide
S basic training model, orientation to the field, and
continuing nservice problem
clinics and seminars, focusing on sharpening and intensifying the skills of work-

ers in specific programs wider the Ca,,. The Institute
will train CAA employees
and community workers hired hy agencies funded by
the CAA. Five CAA delegate
agencies are participating
n the first session.

19,433 end Watchtower
convention at Coliseum
The largest convention in
Memphis history came to
a dramatic conclusion' last
Sunday afternoon as 19,433
people filled the Mid-South
Coliseum and three overflow locations for the ell,
inmate addreas "When Al!
Nations Collide Head On
with God."
ft v e-day
The
"Divine
Name" District Assembly
of Jehovah's Witnesses was
highlighted by discourses.
demonstrations
an d dramatizations designed to encouraged delegates 'from 38
states and several foreign
countries to maintain a

••••••••••-••••..-
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ministry free from reproach
and in glorification of the
"Divine Name."
Joseph .Saia, the keynote
speaker, stressed the failure
of nations under human
attain to
leadership t o
peace.
"Does one black of nations have the right of domination on the basis of armed might or greater numbers?", the speaker asked.
"Who has a greater claim
to world domination than
earth's c r eator, Jehovah.
God?" Sala referred
to
Matthew, chapter 25, to show

•
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daughters away, a clergyman in Liverpool, England, said.
The Rev. David Wills, 35,
said out of the 50 weddings
he has a year, drink has
",the better of someone at
least 10 of them." Fathers
werea mong those mast often drunk, the Rev. Mr.
Wills said, and called on
them to stay sober.

and Arizona.
Then as the vessel neared
its new home, its trailer got
stuck on a hump in the road
at Searchlight, Nev. It took
workmen three hours to
boost the trailer - over the
hump so it could be pulled
the . last five *miles to the
lake, where it will make
Wive trips daily from the
.Marina to Hoover Dam,
A LEAKING PIPE line
spilled two million pounds
of molasses into the harbor
at Lihue, Kauai. The only
casualties from the $23.000
worth of spilled molasses
were a few sugar-coated
eels found floating in the
harbor.

amends by explaining it
was the regular cook's day
off; she did Hot know her
substitute was on a vacation; when she found out
she went back to the jail
and whipped up a hearty
meal. complete with Blueberry pie, but 21
/
2 hours
late.
PATRICIA ANDERS of
Fort Dodge, 'Iowa, should
have waited 24 little hours
Miss Anders, who just
celebrated her list birthday,
spent part of the day paying a $50 fine in police
court for illegal po.ssession
of beer.
She was arrested'. by Fort
Dodge police a day earlier.
when she still was 20.
ROSE B R ENNAN, 37year-old mother of five,
has been told to expect
what she thought was impossible. Doctors say she is
going to have twins—two
years after being sterilized.

Our Agent

I hal
world -resistanae to
the proclamation of "the
message of God's Kingdom
by Jesus Christ" was evidence of their fight against
Almight God. "This means
that a confrontation with
God is inevitable and will
come at what Revelation
16: 14-16 calls 'the war of
the great day of God the Al"

The spea45er said the only,
place of refuge at that
war, would be among those
who place themoelves on
God's side and the side of
His Kingdom by Christ,

'.S'-".'.••- ••••-• ••-•••••./.-•••• *.'S S-•'••-• •••

To be named "Agent of
the Month" is an honor
coveted by all of
Mammoth's r @preventatives. Nominated as the top
ales representative in his
district, being selected Is
testimony of his selling
skill and dedicated service.
This portrays Mainsrioak
Life's continuing effort to
provide its policyowners
financial security and
protection.
Each of the representatives aelected has earned
recogriition for his record of ffichltivement and
genuine concern for his clients v.hich is typical of
Mammoth Life's Agents,
It IS our privilege and pleasure to salute ...
Mammoth Life's "AGENT OF THE MONTH."
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Suits, Coats
Dresses
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Pants, Skirts
Sweaters

63c
Another
one-stop
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convenience
under the
Squiggly Root.
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by Joe Black
Some citizens 'have accused me of putting
Black people down in BY THE WAY. Primarily,
they criticize my stand on Blacks committing
crimes against Blacks. They say there is more
white crime being committed and that I should
seek out the racist causes behind Nack crime. If!
were a sociologist or philosopher, I might agree.
But I am a Black man speaking realistically about
•
things Black people must do if we are to improve
and control our communities.
Ask the Black businessman forced by Black
hoodlums to close his shop if the burden of heavy
debts is any easier because he knows that white
people have deprived Blacks of equality and dignity for years.
And, what about the Black mother who dies a
thousand deaths each day wondering if Black
gangs are going to harm her children—children
who want to learn and refuse to burn. Can you'
appease her anxiety by reminding her that we live
in a racist society?
Are Black people arming themselves against
the threats of the white community and excusing
the intimidations of the Black lawless element?
The Good Book says: "And the truth shall set
you free." If we Black people really want greater
control of our own communities, then we must
admit that Black-against-Black crimes are serious.
And we must recognize that the high Black crime
rate hurts us, because it prevents Black people
from reaching their economic potential. Letts all
reflect 'Black pride through community responsibility, as well as in hair and clothing styles.

.761eRfrk,
Vice President i
The Greyhound Corporation

DEFENDER

Dr. Poag wins Alpha's theatre award
NASHVILLE — The Theta
Alpha Phi Medallion of
Honor for 1970 has gone to
Dr. Thomas E. Poag, distinguished theatre educator
of Tennessee State University, who joins Paul Green,
Jack Morrison, George Savage, Samuel Selden, and B.
Iden Payne among the 14
other medallion winners.
The
National Honorary
Fraternity for the Theatre
Arts, Theta Alpha Phi each
year presents an award to an
outstanding theatrical figure
who has made particular
significent contributions to
the development of theatre
students. The announcement
that Dr. Poag was the 1970
wihner was made by National President Joel Climenhaga of Kansas State University.

Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences and Head of
Speech and D:.ania at Tennessee State, Dr. Poag becomes the fifteenth theatre
educator to receive the
award. For nine years he
served as .President of the
National Association of Dramatic and Speech Arts and
is serving his second term
on the board of directors of
the A m erican Education
Theatre Association. He is
past president of the Southeastern Theatre Conference,
which he was instrumental in
organizing, and he has served
a year on the board •of the
American National Theatre
A...ademy. Often referred to as "the
foremost Black educator of
theatre in the South," and
director of too many plays to

count, he has made two
European tours with the
Tennessee State Players
Guild performing for our
servicemen. The Guild has
also performed in Greenland,
Newfoundland Lahr ado r,
the Azores, and Bermuda.
Dr. Poag has had many
acting experiences himself
which include Broadway performances as well as a part
in the motion picture version
of "The Emperor
Jones."
An authority on the role
Negro people have played
in the theatre his current
project is a book, "The
Negro in Drama.and Theatre
From the Greeks — 1969."
Hiss writiqgs include several
symphonic dramas, one of
which is "Golden 'Heritage

to Tennessee State University."

The Tennessee Missionafy
Educational Convenand
tion is seeking help in
meeting an obligation to
the proposed LeMoyne
Owen Science and Mathematics Center now under
constructtbn.

"My greatest interest,"
says Dr. Poag, is to stimulate students tp go into edup rofessional
and
cation
theatre." Many o f his students and former students
are now appearing pa television, stage, radio, and are in
the classroom. Some forty
of his master's degree students are teaching in both
predominantly and black and
white colleges and univer
sitieS.

An Oct. 31, 1971 deadline has been set with a
goal of $25,000. The total
commitment is $75,000.
Kenneth T. Whalum, chairman of the organization,
said, "to raise this motley we
need the cooperation of
pastors and members alike.
We need you to back up
the pastors and where possible, assist them in raYsing
these funds . . , for YOUR
college.

Dr. Paog received his
Bachelor of Arts degree
from Morgan State unde:
Randolf Edmonds; his master's at Ohio State under the
late Herman Miller; and the
doctorate at Cornell under
the late A. M. Durmond.

ABC-TV series...

"We have been able to
count on your church for
support of LeMoyne-Owen
'college through the Convention and through various
other projects. We need your
help now that we Tay make
our commitment Aod."

The Black Stranger
Black power, biack pride
and black self-help programs are three aspects
of the growing black consciousness movement in the
Unaed States and are the
focus for the ABC News special, "Strangers In Their
Own Land — The Blacks,"
airing Thursday, Aug. 12
(10:30 - 11:00 p.m., EDT) it
was announced by Thomas
H. Wolf, ABC News Vice
President and Director of
Television D o c umentares.
Filmed in Detroit, the
program is hosted by ABC
News special correspondent

Frank Reynolds and written
and produced by Marlene
Sanders, who is the correspondent for the program.
The special s the second in
the three-part ABC News
series, "Strangers In Their
Own Land." The third program, "The Chicanos," will
,air Thursday, Stpt. 2 (10:3011 p.m„ EDT).

throughout the nation.
Four years after the disastrolis riots of the summer of 1967, much of Dctrot's downtown area remains in ruins. Blacks are
said -to occupy twothe city's substandard housing. And inner city unemployment figures run as h:gh
as 30 per cent.

Detroit was chosen for the
special on "The Blacks"
because it ys a study in contrasts which at the same
time provides a representative example of black creative efforts taking pla(•e

But in spite of, or, per-haps
tions in this city, black
cultural and self-help projects have grown and are
thriving.
Seen are the Ashanti dancers and drummers, the actors and poets of Concept
East, winch began as a
storefront theater.raine years
ago and is now! the black
cultural hub of Detroit.
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THE
CITY OF MEMPHIS
Has needs for the following:

Interviewed on the program
a r e C ongressman
John Conyers Jr. (D.-Mich.),
a member of the Black Caucus in the House of Representatives, and Frank Ditto,
director of ESVID. the East
Side Voxe of Independent
Detroit.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS ADMINISTRATOR -Requires
college degree with experience In the Personnel
field, including labor relations, training or communications. Supervisory experience preferred.

CIVIL ENGINEERS

Requires CE degree. Growth opportunities are available in these assign ments in the
City's Public Works Division,

ESVID programs highlighted on the special include
publication of the newspaper, The Ghetto Speaks,
the operation of a drug
clime called Citizens Action
Against Drug
Abuse, a
Swahili drill performed by
young men attending the
Malcolm
X Li ber ation
School, and a voter registration drwe.
According to Ma rlene
Sanders, "M a n y• black
groups in Detroit prefer o
look to their African past,
rather than to their history
of slavery in America" to
fmd an identity for the
present.
Bin, she adds. "As Congressman Conyers pointed
out" black talent and dedication cannot create more
jobs or better housing, or
put blacl people on a truly
equal footing with the rest
of America. Political power
may be able to do so. The
battle has shifted to the
ballot box - and to the Congress - and yt is there that it
will be won, or lost."

New Faculty Members in the Department of
Speech and Drama at Tennessee State University Congratulates Dr. Thomas E. Poag
on receiving the Theta Alpha Phi Medallion

Please secure the necessary forms for your church
by writing The BELL Headquarters, P.O. Box 26325,
Memphis, Tenn, 38126.

Tri-State bank I
has record
deposit increase
A. Mace° Walker Sr
President, a n n ounced
a
record high of $12.650.000;
in deposits
at Tri-State ,
Bank as of June 30. This
represented an increase of
53.087.000, or 3 per cen,
during the past year, which
is also a record for tic
bank.
Walker in d icated
the total resources of
bank were also at an
time high of $14,036,000, r.
fleeting "t he continuii.
g r o wing confides, •
and
and support by the (*Os
munity in the services whi, !
Tri-State Bank is remit .
tog."

Baked In Memphis by Merophlans
--rushed rushed dolly to your big
Hogue
Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness

Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

BUNS
8 to pkg.

Link TB, environment

PERSONNEL TECHNICIAN

Requires college degree and
Interest In personnel as a career field. Assignments
will overlap to all personnel functions.

Excellent fringe benefits await those who are selected,for these positions in your city government. If
You are qualified iind Interested, please send a detailed resume, Including salary expectations to:

Mr. Hugh M. Rice
Administrator, Manpower
125 North Main
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
We are an equal opportunity employer.

”Cal,...00. AND

Although worry over the
environment and ecology is
increasing daily, the environment within the home often
receives too little attention,
according to the Southwest
Region of the Tennessee TB
and Respiratory Disease Association.
Mrs. Allde.rdice, Regional
Director of the. group, said
"Portions of the home e nhOf

1,1.15,01,0

vironment can be very hazardous if not used with strict
caution." While home-makers are usually familiar with
the more dangerous substances, seemingly innocuous products must also be
treated with care, according
to her. She cited p las tic
bags and aerosol spray cans
of all descriptions as examples.

WHICH On;OMUW.
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Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life—Coca:cola.
Here and now.
•••
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"Spray cans and pla,1 ,
bags each have their use,
she said, "and are invo!!,
able as long as precautiol!
ary or e a s'u r e s are tat: !.
Aerosols must be used ,o
well-ventilated rooms. ke ;.
CHICKASAW
TRAY PACK
LEAN & MEATY
away from fire, flame,
high heat; and must be. (I ,
rected away from the no-,
mouth, face and eyes. Pia tic bags, the "dry cleaner"
bags, are airtight and cling
to the face of small children.
Both products must be kept
well out of the reach of inquisitive children."
She said that recent research has suggested some
MORRELL'S PRIDE
danger in specific brands 4,1
MORRELL'S PRIDE
aerosol sprays, although 11
is far from conclusive at this
time.
"At the Annual Meeting of
the National Association last
12-0Z. PKG.
12-0Z. PKG.
May, Lt. Col, George Ward, ALL MEAT
an Army physician in Den-,
HOGUE & KNOTT LARGE BLUE
ver, 'told the American Tho-:
racic Society that brands of
commercial spray deodoSTARKIST LIGHT MEAT CHUNK
rants may cause lung damage in c e rt a i n susceptible pe rs o n s," she said.
"Exactly which chemical is
responsible for lung damage
observed in the Denver case,,
and how it works, is ni.'
clear now. But spray cans
of all types — the insecticides, shoe pcaishes, disinH
PRIME FRESH GREEN
fectants, paints, lacquers,
WISCONSIN
and so on have always needed caution. This is ,still true.i
and we urge parents to make
sure that they' use them;
properly and above all, keep!
them safely a wal from
children."
ALL
The dangers of allowing
FLAVORS
thin-plastic protective bags
near small children should : APPLE, COCONUT,
be well-known by now, the PEACH & CHERRY
Association states. Ma n y
AURORA PRINT
20-02.
users of these products now,
have a printed warning on , CAP'T. HOOK PRE-COOKEDi!ii
them. "They are very dan-'
COD
gerous when left near cribs;
and playpens," Rankin said.
The Tennessee TB an&
Respiratory Disease Association has been warning of:
the dangers of spray cangl
and other breathing hazards'
for the past four years.
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Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by the people in your town whb bring you Coca-Cola.
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for excellence in the Educational Theatre.
From 11 to r) Mrs. Rosa Dunning, M r s,
Carol Barach, Dr. Thomas E. Poag, a n d
Miss Bertha Smith. '

LORMAN. Miss. — Mrs.,
Epsy Hendricks, librarian,
announced that the Alcorn.
A. & M. college Library
received a
grant award
:1 the amount of $22,525 for
the fiscal year 1971. This
grant was authorized by
Title II-A of the Higher Education Act of 1965. P.L. 89329, as amended. Under
the terms of the Act, this
grant may be used only
for the acquisition of higher
education library maternIs.

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS
•
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3362 SUMMER
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In Our Opinion

JUST AS I TI4OUGHT...ITt EMPTY

So this is Washington
HUD
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Hastie vs. separatism
The black separatist movement which became the touchstone Of the Black Power ideology, was literally eviscerated by
Judge William H. Hastie in his address before the 62nd annual
convention of the NAACP. The noted Philadelphia jurist, the
,t black man to sit on the U.S. Court of Appeals, warned
fir.
that the trend toward separatism must be halted and reversed,
for, it can "lead only to frustration and to even more inferior
status than black Americans now experience."
The truth of this assertion can hardly be challenged. The
danger, inherent in black separatism. is that it sets the blacks
apart from the rest of the American citizenry. Thus creating
a self-ordered segregation which abnegates all of the basic principles on which is grounded the doctrine of equality and the
drive for identification with the main stream of the American
society.
Ever since 1863. when Abe Lincoln affixed his signature to
the Emancipation Proclamation, the main thrust has been to
make the black man a part of the cultural as well as the economic
landscape without distinction as to color or race.
flastie does not believe that revulsion against the vicious and
indecent aspects of white society is "justification for gloriflying
and building a black society which in itself mirrors and at times
itensifies the same evils."
It will not help for blacks, he said, aping the worse characteristics of whites, to acquire false pride and arrogance in their
blackness. More than that hlack separatism would undo the
gains that have been made since the Supreme Court decision
outlawing school segregation as at variance with the fundamental commitments of democracy.

Democratic ideals
Despite an avalanche of sharp criticism against American
schools, there is ground to be proud of the system. for never
before in the history of man has so much been done for so
many at so little cost to tax-payer. Never has a nation succeeded so nobly in meeting all the needs of all the children of all
the people.
Still, despite Our magnificent record, you may not be altogether wrong in thinking that we have not necessarily done
quite as Much as, with more Money, we might possibly have
done for the exceptionally intellectual, that is to say, the academically talented child.
Of course, the "fortunate deviates" as we sometimes refer
to them, are the subject of exaggerated concern right now, but
we have always been concerned with them. We have experimented for° years with acceleration, parallel classe s,
homogeneous grouping, but especially with "enrichment."
There are enormous problems yet to be resolved.
The chief problem is that of protecting our democratic
ideals. We must forever be on our guard against creating an
undemocratic clique within our educational ranks, an oppressive aristocracy of the mind — an intellectual elite. The American people have always rejected class society and have forged
this great nation in the image of COMMON MAN. They will have
no philosopher-kings, either in Washington or in the clas srooms.
Despite all these handicaps. we perhaps could do something
more for the fortunate deviate. But first the public must start
supporting the idea, and stop criticizing the schools. But it illbehooves professional educators, to whom the public looks foi•
educational leadership, to indulge in self-eulogy about their own
triumphs in the face of great odds..

Viet war and Nixon's trip
Senator Hugh Scott, usually well posted on Administration
inner plans. has predicted that U.S. combat troops will be
gone from Vietnam by next May — the deadline Pr&ident
Nixon has set for his visit to the People's Republic of China.
Scott believes that the trip will have a beneficial effect
on President Nixon's efforts to settle the Vietnam war. However,
Scott, a staunch Administration supporter, discounts any inference that a private bargain has already been struck to
end the fighting.
"Certainly no conclusion has been reached on terms of
peace with the other side," Scott said. "I would think, however, that the fixing of May, 1972, as the latest date when the
President would visit mainland China would indicate that by
that 4ime we would piobably have no combat troops in Southeast Asia and probably no forces except those necessary to
carry out such agreements as, hopefully, have been made."

Myview

Lies, deception name
of the game in war
BY DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
I had suspected it all along. According to Newsweek, June 28, 1971, t h e a,sumption behind the war seemed to hay.:
been that all Southeast Asia would fall if
Vietnam went communist. The CIA in
mid-1964 sharply contested this theory in
a memo to President Johnson. Newsweek
says:
"But administration planners seemed
never the less to have subscribed to it."
The papers on Vietnam that are now being quoted state and restate that the U.S.
goal was "an independent, non-communist South Vietnam." It seems clear says
Newsweek that there is not much said as
to what kind of Vietnam there should be
and little thought of what the cost would
be to the United States and td South Vietnam.
So far, the papers reveal that t h e
planners of the move to escalate the war
were convinced that our power and influence in the world "were critically on the
line." One memo to McNamara Leim his
deputy. the late John McNaughton, suggested that the purpose of fighting was 70
Per cent to "avoid a humilitating United
States defeat," 20 per cent to "keep South
Vietnam from Chinese hands" and only
10 per cent "to permit the people of South
Vietnam to enjoy a better, freer way of
life."
The perceltages do not have to be
mathematized exact as McNaughton
spells them out. But. I do believe that
these are the main reasons for our involvement in South Vietnam. I wish I
could really believe that we are there to
help the Vietnamese enjoy a better and
freer life.

•
'rhe truth of the matter is, we a r e
there primarily to protect our own way of
life and to uphold our image in the world
as a nation of power and prestige. What
is good for the people of South Vietnam is
secondary. We are defending our own interest in Southeast Asia. If North Vietnam was a fascist country and if the
South was fascist, I doubt if we would
be there. We would let the two fascist
countries fight it out between them.

It should not be 4 surprise to anyone
to learn that in planning to send soldiers
to South Vietnam, our conduct of the war,
and the real reasons why we are there —
that our government would not tell t h e
people the whole' truth. It is a general
statement which I believe is universal:
All wars are fought on truths, half truths
and lies.
If the people were told the whole
truth, the people would not fight. Deception and lying are the name of the game
in war. The more we find out about what
is known in the McNamara report, t h e
more evidence we will have that lies and
deceptions gre inherent in war. And it
helps nobody but politicians to point the
accusing finger.
In war, it does not matter who is in
Power — Democrats or Republicans — it
is the same old story. But to keep the morale of the people high and satisfied and
to continue to spend billions for war,
much of the truth must be kept from the
people. The exposure of the history ,of
the Vietnam War is all to the good. It
means that it will hasten the end of our
involvement in that unhappy land.

NEW HOUSING PLAN
Democrats in the House have come
up with a new alternative housing plan
that advocated by the Nixon Administration. On close inspection, it is only a
shade different. Like the Republican
meartire, it seeks to avoid a direct approach to the controversial issue Of-low
income housing for the suburbs. President Nixon made it clear in his housing
message of June 11 that he would not
impose economic integration in the suburbs, at the same time that he promised to uphold the law on fair housing. The Democratic plan calls for the
creation of a housing agency in each
major city that would plan and supervise the location and 'construction of
subsidized units in metropolitan areas
and would make incentive grants to the
communities to help aay for services required for lotv incom; families. The author of the proposal is Rep. Thomas
Ashley (D. Ohio) Said he, "we do not
think every suburban community should
be forced to have subsidized housing. In
some instances, it is not practical or desirable." To civil rights proponents of
open housing who believe that the suburbs should be required to make room
for more working class people to be
nearer the job sites, the Ashley proposal
was like Tweedly Dee and Tweedle
Dum - hard to tell the difference.
EYE ON THE SOUTH
The latest census report showing
that 102 counties in the South are at
least 50 per cent black has politicians
of all shades and persuasions taking a
close second look at the political map
for 1972. While the migration of Blacks
from the South to the North continues
at about the same rate as the 60s, there
are signs that this maybe reversing it,
self or levelling off due to the improved
social climate and the growing potential political power of Blacks. Furthermore, Blacks, like James Meredith are,
beginning to feel thloverwhelming pressures of urbanization, life in the b i g
cities becoming too much to cope with.
.Some are "going back to the land." One
of the first assignments of the new executive director of the Black Caucus.
Howard Robinson, will be to come up
with a plan that will pinpoint areas in
which the black vote is pivotal or a potential majority. The 102 counties in 11
Southern states will provide an'interesting case study.
INTERESTING ITEMS
President Nixon has nominated Rep.
Charlotte Reid (R. Aurora, Ill.) to a vacancy on the Federal Communications
Commission, once again dashing hopes
for a Black. Mrs. Reid, an ultra conservative, is expected to meet opposition from many quarters when hearings on her nomination come up in the
Senate. She has voted against most
civil rights measures . . . Household
workers from throughtout the country are meeting in Washington this week
to voice their demands for higher wages.
improve'd working conditions and increased respect from their employers.

Being Frank

Point of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
,
Somebody once wrote words to t h e
effect that "It's an ill w:ed that blows
nobody any good."
The line comes back to mind when
eone considers several important facts
about recent occurrences. Not too recently black people began enmasse to move
out of the rural areas of the country. Increasing numbers left the plantations of
the rural South and moved to the cities
of the South, North, East. and West.
Some were forced off the land. Many
left of their own accord ... Looking for a
*better day.
The gad< movement was the signaller it to become fashonable for the majority cf American white people to run to
the suburbs. The suburban movement
among American whites, and some
blacks, became almost a panic. They
left for the outskirts of town like a herd
of locusts ... Leaving, the inner -ity to
the black country folk ... and at t h e
same time tv og a white noose or cone
about the necks of the concentrated
blacks.
But, speaking of that ill wind again.
the blacks, too at first got panicky about
being hemmed in by the whites, and in

Muhammad Ali adds his

the late 60's broke out to rioting and oth
er violence. But they soon found. that
rioting didn't improve matters ... only
made thdm worse. Then the ill wind
started blowing some good. Blacks began
to wake up to the fact that they make
up the majority in the inner city. They
fe of t h e
could control the political I,
place. Black mayors began to crop up in
larger and larger towns. The black masses began to get the message.
So. tod a v increasing numbers of
black men and women are announcing
for public office. Black eighteen-y e a r
olds are having it brought home to them
— That they can add to black power —
be qualifying to vote ... Repsterino
And by voting. GroWng numbers of black
speakers are preaching the urgency of
getting all eligible blacks-qualified to vote
... And getting them to vote. The addition of black teen-agers makes them
stronger. That's why they -get involved,
dance." scheduled for Thursday night of
tbis week v the Inner City Voter 'Edo-ation comitittee is a very, very sigritcant development. Only admission is a
registraton card for anybody between
the ages of 18 and 25. Seems like it s
time to swing!

National hotline
Be DIGGS DATROOTH
,ni.i HAMM by
WASHINGTON — Don't -be misled
by George Means's criticism of the various "Plans" imposed by the Labor
Dept, to secure blacks in the construction industry. There has been some
backdoor deals on the "Plans" now in
operation in several cities which latter
officials are telling their brass they
can live with it. suggest that before von
shout "hallelujah" read the fine print
. . The Nixon Administration is desperately trying to find a way to deal
"in" the Brother without upsetting the
konservative apple cart. They have deploYed their best tools in the operation, Assistant HUD Secretary Sam
Jackson and Assistant Labor Secretary
Art Fletcher to the four corners of the
nation. The two have made some
brownie points, hut It is not enough to
overcome the negative reaction in the
ghetto. The appolnhnent of Assistant
Secretary Jim Johnson over at Navy
hasn't helped much yet. The military
has lost Its lustre.
INSIDE STUFF: When the father of
Northern Island's civil rights advocate

Bernadette Devlin's unborn child is Surfaced there is going to be some real red
faces all over Ireland. Miss Devlin, unmarried and a Roman Catholic, is expet linr, the "bundle of 'joy' " next fall
. . . There were no secret deals in the
softened line of the NAACP at its Milwaukee convention. NAACP brass took
a 'hard look at the what has been transpiring and decided that there has been
some progress. The pronouncements
were the objective conclusions reached.
The Administration wa's repprted delighted. Herb Klein told a group of 200
Midwestern newsmen that this wilt the
result of the Nixon Administration making a record "rather than rhetoric" . . .
Old political pros don't expect any radical change in the voting patterns despite the entrance of the 18 year olds.
While youth has been vocal in the criticism of the system, there is no reason. they say, to expect them to go to
the polls in any larger numbers than
their complaining counterparts among
the elders.
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This is the first national conference of
household workers which is being sponsored by the National Committee as
Household Employment. The executive
director, Mrs. Edith B. Sloan, says that
the median income for full-time, yearround household workers in the U. is
approximately $1800 per year. About 600
delegates are in attendance at the Twin
Bridges Marriott Hotel . . the National
Bar Association meets in Atlanta Aug.
3,-7. A highlight will be the first meeting of the Judicial Council of NBA which
consists of Black judges from throughout the country. About 1,000 delegates
and visitors are expected. Judge Edward
Bell of Detroit is president of NBA and
Judge George Crockett, also of Detroit,
is the 'coordinator of the Judicial Council . „ Congressman Louis Stokes of
Ohio has written Rep. Donald Fraser,
Chairman of the Commission on Party
Structure and DelegSte Selection of the
Democratic National Committee, asking an investigation of the Cuyahoga
County Democratic Party and the Ohio
State Democratic Party. Stokes charges
that he and his brother, Mayor Carl
Stokes of Cleveland were illegally removed as delegates to the State Democratic Convention on June 26 at Columbus by Joseph Bartunek, County Chairman. Louis Stokes says the action is in
violation of the procedures set by the
1968 Democratic National Convention
which requires that all state and local
Democratic organizations have a Proportionate representation of Blacks.
as a U.S. Congressman
More
Stokes should automatically be included
in the state organization.
CHEERFUL TRAVELERS
Off to a three-week vacation in the
Scandinavian countries is Mrs. Savannah Jackson, while Mayor and Mrs. Wal-A
ter Washington are displaying the gifts
picked up on their recent good will tour
of Africa. Departing for Africa on July
16 are Mr. and Mrs. Abram Hill of New
York (Ruth Mueller) Frank and Senora
Reeves are still glowing from their
jaunt to Barbados where they along
with 30 other couples were the guests
of Dr. Norman Hope, a dentist who is
the son-in-law of the Governor General
Sir Winston Scott, Dr. Hope, a graduate
of Howard U. was celebrating the opening of his new hotel, the Carib-Caban.
Frank who is executive director of the
Joint Center for Political Studies, took
time out to meet with JCPS Board of
Directors members, Dr. Kenneth Clark
and his wife Mamie and Dr. and
Mrs. James Cheek of Howard who were
vacationing in Jamaica ... White
House Aide Robert brown who used to
be on the High Point, N.C. police force,
scolded the Charlotte, NC,- Police Department last week for not having
more Blacks on the force and no Bla?ks
as officers. He said that though ttiey
have received more than $800,000 in Federal funds since 1969. only 21 of the 500
in the department are Blacks. Brown
said he was asking the Justice Department to look into the matter,
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name to, Kentucky greats
By FRANK L. STANLEY
Kentucky is famous for many things
professional career. Although the con— tobacco, whiskey, race horses, etc, but tract was lucrative, Ali wanted to coneasily its greatest luminary is Muham- trol his own destiny.
mad Ali, the former heavy weight chamWith all of us, one has no choke but
pion of the world who recently won a to.admire Muhammad Ali. It took a lot of
unanimous Supreme Court decision en- courage and gall to stick to his convictitling hint to conscientious objector
tions for religious reasons to not to serve
status. In spite of all his glories it was in America's Armed Forces. He had to
the greatest victory for the louquacious
know that this not only meant being
Louisville Lip who talked and boxed ifis stripped of his crown but sacrificing milway into world reknown.
lions of dollars in possible personal apTo most blacks over the world Ali is
pearances and professional endorsestill the "greatest" in spite of his' defeat ments. But All stuck fast to his guns and
by Joe Frazier and for many he will ever came to the conclusion, "I don't care
remain the smoothest boxing machine what they do to me — jail me, shoot me.
I don't care, I just want to go down in
white or black in history All's style both
in and outside the ring has endeared him
history that I didn't sell out or Uncle
to millions while there are of course those Tom when I got famous." Surely this
who have never liked him because they determination is the main reason for
considered him a braggart. Thus, lb e
Eldridge Cleaver terming Ali the "auSupreme Court decIsion was not only wel- tonomous Negro rather than a subordidirtied news to Muhammad All, but to nate Negro."
his millions of followers.
It is difficult for many people to realThere are good reasons why All is the ly understand why a black man will come
idol of millions. Early in his boxing ca- to such ultimate decisions. I see in Ali a
reer he set his sights on the champion- bit of former Congressman Adam Clayton
ship. First it was in the Golden Gloves Powell, Jr. In fact they could have been
Boxing Tournament and then it was of cut out of the same cloth except that
course, professional ranks. And he just Powell porsued the ministry and politics
about achieved everything that he set out along with beautiful women and a good
to do.
time.
More than this he became a distinct
All on the other hand with only a limpersonality who was adulated endlessly. ited high school education but tremendous
For many he was a narcissist, a charm- common sense, made an even greater
er even when he was proclaiming "I am ,name for himself and certainly a bigger
the greatest." He is witty, taunting, coc- fortune and because of his Muslim reliky, electrifying, argumentative, ebullient, gious beliefs he has adhered to a high
a brilliant showman with a gift to gab
moral code, and he never chased women
and an actor's sense of suspence and nor consorted in joints, or developed the
timing. He is also a man who is happiest drinking or smoking habit, But the g u t
when he has an audience in the palm of reason why he is admired by millions
his hand and he has been described by
who really don't know anything about
none other than Eldridge Cleaver as boxing is because he has stood up to
"the autonomous Negro rather than a
whitey and has had the temerity to not
subordinate Negro."
back down because above all he was
Ali has always been outspoken a n d
definitely his own man. One man can
afraid of nothing or anybody. He says only have the highest respect for him as
with deep sincerity, "when I climb into a man and a champion and a disciple
that ring, I'm thinking about God, and of black determination.
I'm I thinking about al those people in
Now that he is truly the first free
evety ghetto- in every city. I'm out to black champion to ever confront white
whip al' the hypocrites." 911 is definitely
America it remains to be seen what his
his own man. This wyas understood early future portends? Another boxing crown?
when he terminated his contract with Or a lucrative theatrical career? Whateleven Louisville millionaries who back- ever it is, make no mistake about it —
ed him in the beginning stages of his Ali will be heard from loud and clear.
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Crooked wheels rob your car of
maximum performance, ride, steering and tire weer. We correct
caster, camber, toe-in, toe-out to
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An estimated 225 delegates
and representatives attended
the 17th Annual Session of
B.T.U. Congress of the Zion
District Association wh i c h
convened July 20-23 at New
Wright's Chapel B aptist
church, Bailey, Tenn. The
Rev. Eugene Cochran was
host pastor.
General theme for this
year was "The Church's responsibility to the Challenge
of the Seventies."
President of . the congress,
the Rev.- H. P. Sandridge•
stated this was by far the
best session spiritually as
well as financially since the
incept'on of the Congress
in 1954. The Rev. S. L. Wicks,
vice-president, assisted in
presiding over the session.
In addition to the daily inby
addresses
spirational
Reverends L. Payne, M.
ChristoR.
J.
Rembert, and
pher we were carried to the
throne of grace in sermons
by Reverends W. M. Faulkner, Hugh Morris and L. D.
Sanders, guest minister. Also visiting was Rev. II. H.
Harper, moderator of the
Riverside assn., Memphis.
The Dean of the congress,
the Rev. J. W Warford. delivered his annual address
on Wednesday night
During the session two con-
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BIG CARS-$9.95 (Reg. S12.95)
Cars with air conditioning and/or torsion bars cost extra.
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ALL SPORTS

WHITEWALLS

JACKET

Twenty-three a p p rentice
plumbers graduated recently from the special coure
in basic plumbing theory
and code at State Te,hnical
Institute at Memphis. The
completion of the fourth
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• Wind and Rainproof
• All Vinyl
• Full Length Zipper
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

3

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 42t 178 REALE STRUT JA 6-5300
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District assn., the Rev. J.T.
the
Thomas, commended
president, dean and all
conthe
others attending
gress for the progress it has
made each year.
Instructors for the C ongress were: Rev., P. L.
Rowe, Seminar; Mrs, Ardelia Tucker, Christian Stewardship; Mrs. 'Georgia Mitchell, Misic; Mrs. Ida M a e
Jeans, Understanding Youth;
Mrs. Eva Stewart, Modern
Sunday School; Mrs. M. B.
Smith, Women's Missionary
Society; Mrs. Maggie B. Barnett. Understanding Yourself; Mrs. Betty Jones, Baptist Training Union; Mr. A.
L. Tunstall; Ethics and Business, Mr. Joe Odum, Ushers. A financial total of $7,
774.00 was reported.
The presidents' message ot
Friday night climaxed the
session. Using the subject:
"Putting Jesus in the Want
Ads," he advised his audience to put Jesus in their
everyday actions thro ug h
their walking right, talking
right and using the proper
ways of living as examples
for others that are not Christianized. He also stated that
as far as liberation of blacks
was concerned, there would,
be no liberation un ti I isr.
unite ourselves as blacks.

tests were held, an oratorical contest on Thursday
night using the topic: "What
Effect Will the Passing of
the Voting Rights Act Have
on the Lives of 18 Year Old
Citizens?" 1st, 2nd and 3rd
prize winners respectively
were: Miss Eva Ann Stewart, Shiloh Baptist church,
Barton, Miss ; Charles Williams, Mt. Olive No. 1, ColVerville; and Miss Mar i e
Davis, New Bethel, Germantown.
The other contest was a
selection of the reigning
queen for the next ye a r
among the youth. This contest allows all associated
churches to vie monetarily
for the honor of having one
of their youths named the
winner. More than $6,000 was
reported with the S h i lo h
Bapt. Church, Barton, Miss.,
receiving 1st place for Miss
Evelyn Yvonne Rhodes; St.
Mark, Collierville, was second with Miss Diane Dunigan a nd New Sardis, Germantown, third, with Miss
Shirley Niter. Each of these
churches 'repelled over $1,00. A check was presented to
Atty. Odell Horton for LeMoyne-Owen College by Rev.
Sandridge on behalf of the
Congress.
The moderator of the Zion

NEXT
15641051

-- HOMES FOR SALE
900 .'olgate Rd. By owner 4 bedroom.
baths, eat-in kitchen. Double carPort garage. Beautiful trm. large lot.
Walk to School 946-3232.

2

Desire experienced person to sell custom draperies and accessOriee• Excellent pay. famous benefit program,
profit sharing, discount on purchases.
Apply:
PERSONNEL OFFICE
1200 Southland Mall
9:30 to 3:30
Mon. thru Sat.
SEARS Is
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Fuller Brush Company ha. opening for
assistant sales mgr. trainee - S8.000
to 010.000 Per year PositiOn Plus benefits). WIII operate local product center
after training. High type man with
car. Call Mr. Jim conliffe 901-274-1301.
Classified Ad
COORDINATOR OF ADULT
EDUCATION PROGRAM
NEEDED
/dully with college education, minimum
2 years, Experience in management
and sUpervision. Should be sympathetic
with Objectives of Equal Opportunity
Act. Apply in writing to
Fayette County
Economic Development Commission
Somerville, Tenn. 38068
Before July 30. 1971
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Route Salesman
has
CLEANERS
KRAUS MODEL
opening for routs salesmen. Excellent
opportunity to learn selling. Steady
employment, good frgnge benefits.
Trucks have two way radio, for fast
service.
Salesmen must be bondable.
Apply 1023 Linden -- D. H. Kirby

plumbers as the Memph:
area.
Classes for the special non .
credit course are arranged
through ST IM's Evening
Division and meet from 7
to 10 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. The next
classes will begin :n September and will continue for 12
weeks. The studies in basic
plumbing and code theory
will be followed by a new
12-week course that will
be more advanced than
those previously held.

in a continuing series of
trainieig programs brought
to 81 the number who have
received certificates.
The program was first initiated darly in 1970 through
efforts of the city and
cooperation with
county
State Tech as a method
of pro v id mg quallied
workmen in a building boom
situation. An extremely high
rate of failure on licensing
examinations bad created a
near critical shortage of

Memphis
The City of
Personnel Department announces • the opening for
Engineer
Hall
one C.,ty
(Salary Raeige $850.00 to
$1,159.00 per month). The
person selected for this
position will be responsible
for the management and
administration of the City
Hall Buildink and activiTes related to all phases
maintenance.
building
of
operation, and cleaning. This position requires a
high school education, eight
years experience .n opera-
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SHAFT'S his name.SHAFT'S his game.

MGM0METROCOLOR

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Mae* Yews Order Now

Falls Posiiche

149y
100% Human
Hair A% ig

241 Vanes Ave.

Shag &

See Our
Wide
Selection
of
100%
Human
Hair
Wigs

Freedom Wig

695

AFRO
WIG

100%
Human Hair
Hand Made

$14y $2995

For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
, TAILORS
,
CUSTOM

B

MASTER CHARGE

s

, SA 7-9320

Mwatilds, Terwriow
Whet yea Ask Fos Aid
Males
C:mporf
"YOUR
Croorse Wks Yoe TklAk Or

Mrs. Doris Rhodes; the Rev. B. 11.s; Mr.
J. B. Payne; the Rev M. Rembert; the Rev
W. M. Faulkner; M. Webb; the Rev J W.
iaarford; the Rev. H. Torrence; Mrs. M.
Gray Left rear: A. L. Tunstall.

tion and maintenance of
mechanical,
buildings . and
equipment, two years of
which should be in a supervisory capacity. Applicants must have first class
(1st) steam and refrIeraton e n gineer's lice'nses;
knowledge of codes governing the operation and repair
of beating, cooling equipment, and electrical installation and repair; abiity to act
quickly with good judgment
in emergencies; ability to
plan and organize work.

Wigsby Mon-Claire

The mob wanted
Harlem back.
They got Shaft...
up to here.

,̀"r; •
'
EECUTIVE BOARD AND GUEST: Front
row left to right are Rev. D.G. Gray: ,he
Rev. T. D. McKinney; the Rev J. T. Thom
as, Moderator; the Rev. H. H. Harper, Moderator of Riverside assn.; Rev. H.P SandI d g e, President; Mrs Lucille Williams;

City Hall eyes
new engineer

'rye

LO
sing
milaprseand
:are
me.

Stewart, Mrs. Patsy King, Mr. Al Tuns.
tall, Mrs. Arden' Tucker, and Mrs. Laura
Stevenson.

fr

Holidays)
Open Monday Thru Sourday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.(Except

DOWNTOWN NEMPIIII

FACULTY — 1st row left to right are: Mrs.
Georgia Mitchell, Mrs. Maggie Barnett; the
Rev. J. W. Warlord; Mrs. Ida Mae Jenas,
Mrs, M.B. Smith, Mr. Joe Odum, Mrs. Eva

Memphis Tech
graduates 23

Flea ISM

the
an'al-.•
ifts
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Expert Service Only $350
527-3619
14 North Main
A F COURT DOWNSTAIRS )

ar es ma.ar
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e

Boxley, Doris Stein Rodgers, Linda Jones,
Magnolia Barnett, Brunetta Echols, Barbara
Brown, Janice Bailey, Sherron Brown, Debra Rambert and Sybitha Wesley.

CONTESTANTS — 1st row, left to right:
are Sharone Winton, Shirley Niter, Evlyn
Rhodes, Diane Dunigan, Eagle Marshall, Dorothy Morris. 2nd row left to right: Omelia

Allen can
still hit the
home puns
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
Richie Allen says Dodger
Stadium hasn't made a nonhome,run hitter out of,
Richie 'Allen.
Before this year, his first
as a member of the Los Angeles Dodgers, Allen w a s
considered to be one of the
foremost sluggers in baseball.
During his eight tempestuous years with Philadelphia and St. Louis, Allen
totaled 211 homers, including
a season high of 40 in 1966,
only his third year in the
majors.
"As long as. I'm playing
110 per cent, I don't care if
I don't hit another homer CORONATION OF QUEEN: — Retiring Queen Miss Velall season," Allen said. "I ma Echols placing crown on head of incoming Queen Miss
don't want to be recognized Evelyn Yvonne Rhodes.
as a power hitter. I just
want to be known as a good
ball player."
Before this season, while
he was with the Phillies and
Cardinals, Allen had hit only
five life time homers in
Dodger Stadium, a park that
loses much of its beauty for
home run hitters who have
to bat there. Since the Dodgers began playing in Chaves
Ravine in 1982, the top LA
home run hitter has been
Frank Howard with 31 and
last season the home team
only hit 34 over the fence at
Dodger Stadium.
The heavy\ night air in
Los Angeles reducing the
fly balls -is largely
carry
responsible, but Allen says It
also can become a "psychological thing."

a

1-41 411-.1.414,46.4. olt

eill-4-48

-et et ae.

QUEEN AND HER ALTERNATES — Lett to right are:
Shirley Niter, 2nd alternate, Queen Evelyn Rhode's, Dianne
Dunigan, 1st alternate.
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ERMA LEE LAWS

Women's Editor
"All sunny skies would be too bright. All morning
hours mean too much light. All Laughing da?s too gay
a strain: There must be clouds, and night and rain,
And shut in days to make us see the beauty of life's
tapestry." Anon.
Wedding Bells... will tell Saturday July 31, for
Miss Euralia Antonia Moore and Robert Stanley Talbelt. at the East Ave. Baptist church.
The bride elect is the niece of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Fletcher of Hernande. Miss.
Las Vegas Holidayers . . .are home reflecting on
SENSATIONAL NEWS!!!
HOW TO WIN ON THE
DOGS!!!
Would you like to know how
to bet the dogs and win every
nite?
Free information
you.

be

will

sent

Writes to W-K Enterprises.
3932 Wilshire Blvd., Suit* 300
Los, Angeles, Calif. 90005

Clothes available
u.s:rMrs. Sand E1,011
man of the Welfare Committee of the Kennedy Democratic Organization, announ ed
that if anyone is in need
of clothing. please go to
Moms Barber and Cleaners
Shop at 1239 N Evergren
or call Mrs. David Elion
at 327-1754.

the briggt lights and care-free days and nights spent
there when they took the NAACP sponsored trip earlier this month.
Among those having a pleasant and memorable
time under the magical lights of Las Vegas were Mrs.
Mamie Lester. Mrs. Leonia Milarn, Mrs. Annie Geeen,
Mrs. Sallie Frazier, Miss Velma Lois Jodes, she was
the indefatigible Chairman) Mrs. Marie Wardlaw,
Mrs. Ethel Smith. Mrs. Clyde Nickerson. W. H.
Johnson,. T. R. Johnson, Mrs. Dorothy Withers, Mrs.
Alice Miner. Mrs. Joe W. Lipford, Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
Clark. (he's the president of the Nlemphis Branch
NAACP i; Mrs. Willie Roberson. Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Branch; Miss Marie Bradford, Mrs. Cathryn Rivers
Johnson, Mrs, Grace Cox, Mrs. Dorothy M. Jones,
Mrs. Melissa Landrum, Mrs. Mary Hester. Mrs. Mozelle Hanna and Lt. Col. and Mrs. Bob Williams.
Still others thinking back on their good fortune at
the wheels are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mills, James W.
Cox .1r., Mrs. S. I.. Jones, Mrs. Ruth Odell, Mrs. Bessie Smith. Mrs F. T. Johnson. NIrs. Florida Stockton,
Mr. •Inft Mrs. k Mace° Walker. Dr. and Mrs. Vasce

A. Smith Jr., (she's executive secretary of the
branch); Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Robinson, Mrs. and
Mrs. R. S. Lewis Jr., Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Willis, Atty.
and Mrs.H. T. Lockard, Mrs. Pauline Allen, Mrs. C.
L. Thomas, Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mr. and
Mrs 1 A Branch, from Tougaloo college; Mrs. William Henry, Sr. Mrs. Bernice R. Rogers, Mrs. C. E.
McGruder, Mrs. Julia B. Walker, Mrs. Addle fteatrice
Jackson, Mrs. Ludie Covington, Mrs. Alease Parish,
Mrs. J. W. Kelse, Mrs. Elsie Bailey, Mrs. Vernet! Ingram, Mrs. Lillian Barnett, Miss Laura Lane, Mrs.
Ruby F. Purdy, Mrs. Dorothy Ealy and Mrs. Maurice
1'. Rainey.
Chit Chat . . . camping up in ('amp Lakewood just
outside St. Louis have been Skipper and Roy Whalum,
sons of Tillie and Harold •Whalum, Trik, Sugarmon
who came down from D. C., to visit his father, Atty.
Russell B. Sagarwon Jr .,and grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Sugarnibn ... his mom, Dr. Laurie Sugarmon teaches in the Romance Languages Dept. at
Howard university: his sisters, Elena, Erica and Monique also visited the family, folk; still other campers
•

Allen, Ranger plan marriage
University of Illinois. She
has ulso studied at UCLA
and the universly of
Colrad
at Boulder

Add:e • Alien. 1400
the
aorannev
engagement of her daughter.
Car:a Ann. to De Ve
Ranger. both of
Ma reds
Dallas. Texas.
was
who
Allen,
Miss
graduated magna ruin laude
front Memphis State unir eceived
tat er
vers is,
her M.A. Degree from the
Mrs.
Gill a

ending 51emphi <
While
State, along with having
been vice iresident of the
college chapter of NAACP.
Miss Allen was elected to
Who in American
Who's

Charlie Morris is president
and David L. Ehni is vice•
president.

Send by

air mall and send air
mall, sell addressed envelope. This
Is hot Information. Don't miss
it I !!

Buy Bonds

While at Storehouse, Ranger was a Field Scholar, president of his sophomore and
junior classes and Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity,
along with having served
on the College Advisory
Committee and the Student
Council. He also studied a,
at
an exchange student
Bowdin college. Brunswick
graduaMe. Subsequent to
tion from Harvard. he received a Reginald Heber
Smith Fellowship from the
universities o f Michigan
Schools.,

Colleges and Universities.
Alpha Lambda Delta, AlDramapha 'Psi Omega
es. Orehesis Modern Dance
and TaSSCi Sr. Women's
Honoraries. She, is a member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority and was recently
chosen to appear in the
of Outlisting
national
standing Young Women of
America.
, A native of Memphis, Miss
Allen is .pzesently working
as an NAACP field trainer
in the states of Louisiana,
New Mexico. Oklahoma and
Texas.
Ranger. son of Bishop
and Mrs. Raymond Eugene
Mirth,
Ranger of Fort
Texas. was graduated front
Morehouse college and Harvard Law school.

111101110

Jesse H. Tun
were Greg Turner, .son of Allegra and
Parhef
uer, 'Parker Owens, Jr., son of Gladys and
Annie
of
sons
Willis,
Archie
Owens and Michael and
Laurie and Atty A. W. Willis, Jr.
the big
And the Rev. and Mrs. B. L. Hooks took
trip to Africa.
Alva and Dr. Alvin Crawford from up East, Ifitkre
and
been touring Europe. She's the daughter of Mr.
Erma
Mrs.
of
son
the
he's
and
Jamison
Harold
Mrs.
Oystern
Congrats to ... Robeit G. Atkins, on his
promotion as associate manager of the Hum?.
Resources Division of the Memphis Area Chamber7U
Commerce. Bob spent three years in Columbia, SaUtit
America with the Peace Corps. He's president ofite
Parish Council of St.' Thomas Catholic church.
And felieitations to Joe F. Purdy, Jr., who 114
been named executive director of the Greater Mempins
Urban Development Corpor. Joe was formerly a mg-.
keting representative for Pepsi Cola.
Ira Spillers was *so well thought of at the Pine
Hill Recreation Center where he was working during
the summer before his promotion to Principal of Porter Junior High that the staff and children got together
to give him a fond farewell party.
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E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

FormOrly in private practice, he is now serving as
'Deputy Director for the
Dallas County Community
Action Committee.
The couple will be wed
on Aug. 21 in Memphis.
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Marines now want black militants
• Why black ball players last longer than whites
• Is the real Martin Luther King killer still at

• Why the

MOTEL
McKENZIE
HOT SPRINGS,

BUROSE
USED CLOTHING

ARKANSAS
-PromotesFAMILY WEEKENDS SUPPLEMENTING
VACATIONS W111-I WEEKENDS TRIPS
•A Relaxing Change of scenery • Swimming Pool and Picnic Area
• Bring the Family Sr Club to Enjoy Completely informal Atmosphere in First Class Facilities at Rates you • ar, Afford.

GOLFING NEAR

,
ektd
tea

Wm .

2 Blocks off Malvern Avenue, hwy. 270 E.

407 HENRY ST.

Ve diteciatip

PHONE 624-5546

McKenzie,
Owner and Manager

large?
• Why 32%ot black businessmen tail
• Is the Afro on the way out?
• Why Sammy Davis calls blackness a religion
• How blacks can change their color to white

&dried

HAVE YOU READ

1373 MISS. BLVD.
Customers are buying and
Saving more at.

LATELY?

Pick Ups Copy At Your Newsstand Today
toll Worth
Ho,
hArSi',,.
Se.1.1

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
Aye,
2319
Ph. 323-4577
Lamer

Friday, July 30, 8 P.M.

ANNUAL KING & QUEEN TEA,
Spring Hill M.B. Church
3815 Hawkins Mills Road

Saturday, July 31 - Aug. 3

CITY FEDERATED CLUBS CONVENTION, Sheraton
Peabody Mezzanine Floor

Thursday, Aug. 5'

INNER-CITY VOTER EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Welcome New Voters Dance - Showcase Club
Park at Airways

Friday, Aug. 27

B B KING DAY - Parade, Special Events, Party
Club Paradise

Coming Soon!

"SHAFT", Score By Isaac Hayes, at the Malco

Sunday,Sept. 19, 7-8 P.M.

THE JACKSON 5 Special, ABC-TV (CH. 13)

Saturday, Sept. 25,
7:30 P.M.

TENNESSEE STATE vs. ALCORN A & M,
Memorial Stadium

• Wire Sheen-Hair Susie

in beauty suppli•t
• Name brand merchandise
Open all day Saturday

SEPIA

• ErerythIng

CARLA ALLEN

Ask Your Mother
WhyShe Perfers
KING COTTON
HOT DOGS?
A QUALITY PRODUCT OF THE
NAT BURING PACKINp COMPANY
ENOUGH SAID!

TO LIST YOUR EVENT OR ACTIVITY
PLEASE CONTACT:

MISS MARY HUNT 526-1279
Sid* BIC STAR
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It's all in the nation's newest and most exciting Mack
yes. it's all new and totally revamped magazine .
SEPIA ... provocative ...entertaining .. controversial .
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Ladies get ready...

GrliDEPOST

Set Aug. 27,
`B.B. King day

3Tusing: Some folks in looks take so much pride
They don't think niuch of what's inside;

Pur•
ker
ante

1N:ell, as for me, I know my face
Can ne'er be made a thing of grace
And so I rather think I'll see

big

How I can fix the inside of me;

iit‘r4

go.folk'H say, "He looks like sin

ant
rma

But ain't he beautiful within"
Author unknown.

his
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Mir Carlotta: I am in a dither about buying something for my husband. We have not been married long,
but he insists that I do quite n bit of shopping for him.
I don't know a thing about buying for men. Can you
Newly Wed.
give me a few basic rules?
Dear Newly Wed: You are not alone when it comes
Id buying for the opposite sex. While many men do
buy their own clothes, the majority of mens wear is
purchased by, (believed it or not) or with the help of
with a climax at the Club Paradise, honorLed by their captain, Johnny Scott, t ss o
women. It can be a mother buying for her son, a winsome Memphis misses vie with mot e
ing the "King of the Blues." The two la•
diei, from left to right, are Misses Allison
grown daughter picking up a bargain at a sale, a girl- than two score other young women for the
Garrison and Sherilyn Scott.
who will be crown.
friend buying a gift, a wife invited on a shopping trip title "Miss Blues-sette,"
ed on B. B. King Day, slated for Aug. 27,
•
foi'moral support. But since men are out of the safe
blue serge, white shirt era, every woman should know
more than his' size and that he does NOT like green
necOcties. While most definitely the man should be kis
of Carver. All of these stuowe shopper as a means of 'expressing his own persons how to swim, as well
Operation Headfirst is a
dents, except Willie Tsiu,
as occupying their time
,onblity, a few basic rules in this era of male fashion swimming program sponsor,
werg granted full scholat
during the summer months.
City
angrchy will give reassurance when trying on new ed by the Memphis
ships to the seminar.
STUDENT SEMINAR
School System. It has been
ART
CREATIVE
styles. I found this out through inquiry:
Six Memphis students have
conducted in two sessions us-

Three for the Blues...

Open swim class

:DO mix patterns and colors but make sure ONE is
dominant. The safest is a patterned suit with a solid
shift and neatly patterned tie, or a solid tie against
a striped or patterned shirt. This "expert" goes on to
say' it is more fun to coordinate the patterns, but they
should be of different non-conflicting sizes. One color
,hoeld dominate, the others harmonize.
-.Other MUSTS .for the MAN to observe
DO match the color of leather belts and shoes
DO rotate shoes and suits each day to give them
!linger mileage.
DO wear cuffs on straight leg trousers.
DO button the suit or sportcoat with the button
nearest the waistline.
For a two-button suit, only the top button. For a
three-button suit, the top button is optional.
I do hope for your sake and the sake of others
that hubby comes out the best dressed man in the
block.

ing ten pools.
The total enrollment for the
two sessions was 3,900. Pools
are located at Geeter, Carver. D o u glass. Mitchell,
Washington. and Hamilton
high schools and Cypress.
Humes and Lincoln junior
high schools.
his program has a twofold purpose. It teaches pe:-

been selected to attend the
Gifted Student Seminar at
Southern Methodist university at Dallas, Texas July
5 - Aug. 14.
Participants will be Yolanda L. Green, Llwelyn D.
Robillson, Jo Ann Wilderson
and Karen Rose Wilson, all
of Hamilton; Willie Tsiu of
Belevue. and R'cardo Smith
••••••

Memphis Mosaics, a collection of creative endeavors
of students, kindergarten
through grade 12, is mentioned in the current issue of
the Newsletter of Encyclopedia Britannica. The article
is in the Language Experience Approach section and
tells of the contents of the
booklet.

STORE

HOURS: Full Week's Prices

8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. First 4 Days
'
8:00 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. and Sat.

People, places and things
State
Te n n essee
The
Co lor ed
of
Federation
host
will
Women's Clubs
the Southeastern Region of
Colored Women's Clubs in
Memphis at the Sheraton
Peabody Hotel July 31 Aug. 3.
The South East Region
coniprises eight Southern
states.
All meetings with the ex-

women, dressed in gowns a
appropriate color and desig2
will also be featured all du_=
log the day.
The celebratiop will be cle
in axed with a ma in mo*
dance and floor show at spacious Club Paradise, beginning at 8 p.m.
The event is being sponsor."
ed by the Memphis-ShelbyDemocratic Club.
County
Melvin Robinson, club presi- dent, says. "We feel that'
B.B. King has earned the appreciation and gratitude of
all the citizens of Memphis:::
We want to honor him be-,;
cause he is a symbol of what
it means to be "Young,
black and talented."
.
Tickets for the Club Paradise climax to B.B. King
may be obtained from any of
the mat, than fifty younr
women hostesses or from the
Democratic Club Headqua:ters located at 313 E. MeLe,
mbre.

'Poe-PAC
'MU gtores

1•11.11•11•••••••

ception of the welcoming
held in
program w:Il be
the Shearton Peabody hotel.
The, welcoming program
will be held Sunday evening
Aug. 1, at 7 p.m. at the
First Baptist church. 682
S. Lauderdale. A reception will follow the meeting. The public is invited.
Mrs. Mabel Neely, of
Birmingham, Ala. is the

follow in his footsteps.
"B.B. King Day" will be
featured by motorcades all
over the city and surrounding areas. A special and official proclamation from
State, County, and City governments will Ile pronounced
via radio, television, and other media. B.B. will stop
at designated spots during
the motorcade to give autographs. Radio stations will
feature his hit blues tunes
all during the day and a
week preceding it.
More than two score beautiful and popular young women designated as "Miss
Bluesettes" will accompany
King during his visit for his
"day."
One of the young women
will have been named "Miss
Bluesette," indicating that
she has come out the winner
of the spirited contest now in
progress for her selection.
However, all the other young

A "great day" is planned
for Memphis and the Mid
South on Aug. 27.
It will be "B.B. King"
day!
The Grammy-winning current "king of the blues' who
got his indigo style in Memfamed
phis, direct from
"Home of the Blues," Beale
Street, will be specially-honored for the glamour of his
personal achievement in the
music field, and for the prestige and boosting he has given to his adopted home city,
Memphis. "B.B. . . . "The
Beale Street Blues Boy,
Riley
whose real name
King, has been one of the
prime contributors in the
making of Memphis as one
of the nation's top popular.
folk, and jazz music centerS.
Memphis has become one of
the "music -calif:dais" of the
Un;ted States ... thanks to
B.S. and a bevy of others
who have preceded him or

6-LIMIT

regional p resident, Mrs.1
A. Coleman of Pulaski, •
Tenn., is state president
and Mrs. Zona R. Ward.
of Memphis IS city president and local chairman.
GOP MEETING
The Downtown Democratic Club of Memphis announced their regular meeting date and place. The
new club will meet once
a month on the fourth Wednesday of each month. The
regular meeting place w•"
be the Downtowner Met.
Innat Union and Second
The first meet'ng is scheduled for Wednesday. Aug '25
at noon. A Dutch Ti
luncheon will be served.
Howard A. Cohn, acting:
chairman, announced that
advance reservations may
be made with the Downtown Demoratic Club, Shelby'
County Democratic Headquarters, 99 North Third
Street, Memphis Tenn. or
call 523-2687.
the
that
added
Cohn
purpose of the new Democratic Club is "to provide
a setting where Democratic businessmen and professional men in the down-.
town area can meet together on a regular basis
to discuss matters of mutual concern."
HELP HEADSTART
The Early Childhood pc•
velopment is now accepting
applications f o r s oc i al
service coordinators. Applicants must have a background in social work and
at least a Bachelors degree in Sociology or reFor further
field
lated
information contact — Early
D ev e lo p meld
Childhood
Office — 546 Beale st or
'call 525-8727.
HOLD SHOWING
"Fiddler on the Roof."
playing
been
which has
to a packed house for two
held
be
weeks, wil I
over until Aug. 1, said di-1
rector George Touratos,
The Memphis State Sum- ,
mer Music Theater production of the record breakhad
ing Broadway show
been scheduled to close i
July 25. but a 90 per centl
house the first six days'
on the decision'
brought
to extend.
Tickets for "Fiddler" are
now on sale at the MSU
Box Office in the University
Center on the main campus.
Mail Orders are accepted
with a self-addressed stamped envelope, mailed to MSU
Box ("Mee. P.O. Box 82400
"— ,or call 321.1043 for re-I
servations.
—

16-0Z. CAN

Thursday Thru Wed. Eve
Quantity Rights Reserved

ARGO BRAND

2/29 77-6-71.

EARLY JUNE PEAS
3-0Z.
MORTON MEAT PIES
CHICKEN, TURKEY & BEEF

I 7-0Z.

6-LIMIT

2/29c,,,„

CREAM STYLE WHITE-GOLDEN

2/29c

PRIDE OF ILL. CORN

S
A I OR A BRIGHTER WASH
V PUREX BLEACH

Don't you deserve it? After all..

In brewing Bud, our choice is
to go all the way. We hope beer
matters enough to you that you
too will go all the way. ,

33: FR h

THE LIGHT ONE

0

why not
make it your
regular beer?

I/2-GAL.

CHEFWAY COOKING OIL

24-0Z.

49t

PINK BLEND ONLY

„oz 29c

DOLE PINEAPPLE JUICE
WHITE OR DECORATOR COLORS

NOTHERN TOWELS

JUMBO

29C

WILSONS PORK CHITTERLINGS 10 LB. 2.98

MEATY PORK NECK BONES
A

17t

LB.

GRADE A MEATY CUT-UP LB.

FRESH FRYERS, WHOLE

]
!
29c 1,r.....

LB.

WHOLE HOG HOT OR MILD
1
11

CRIBBS PORK SAUSAGE

INE:m

09
CENTELFIBCUT1.

ROUND BEEF STEAK
12 TO 16 LBS.

654

T-BONE LB. 1.39

SIRLOIN STEAK LB. 1.29

A

LB.

WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

SOUTHERN BELLE HAMS
ROAST
PORK ROAST PICNIC STYLE

SU *
- B1

LB. 490

BOSTON BUTT PORK

SWIFT PREMIUM

LB

L

394

I.

PROTEIN BEEF

BEEF RIB STEAKS
,0targ.6 6
se • amp% t

OR RIB ROAST

99

LB.
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If you think the Treasury looks
like something you've seen before,
you may be right. It has kin in parts of
Wisconsin, Georgia, Florida
and California.
If it looks like nothing you've seen
before, don't be afraid. Under that
Squiggly Roof, there's the warmest of
welcomes. Quality, value and a happy
smile are distinguishing characteristics.

—

tChNISSItE•11

Come see:Come shop.Come save. Come smile with us. Get more than you bargained for For example-.

FRAYSER 2585 Nprttimiwioodst•LAMAR EAST3130Lamar Ave,•WHITEHAVEN 5255 Howv.51South*Oesn weekdays 9:30 to 10.Sundays 12tn R

na
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Survey examines drugs

Hot pants party...

Guests ignore rain
Desirte the rain and inclement weather last Friday
July 19, 37 guest turned out
to the Robinson's on Montgomery street to a lawn party,
- invitations read. . . It's a
summer day, A gay day,
That brings hot weather, A
play day. A hey day, When
we get together. A Party,
Most Harty, We hid you
attend, Outside with the
ants, in an array of; Maxis,
Midis, Minis, Pant Suits,
featuring Hot Pants.
Those wearing hot pants
were the honored guests,
Mrs. Barbara Simpson, Mrs.
Mildred Moore, Mrs. Fannie
Woodard, Miss Vanassa Carter and Glenda Nix.
After guests were served
barliecue, all the trimmings
and home made ice cream
under the carport, in the
den. the lying room and
kitchen, a group gathered in
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the den for dancing.
Those attending were,
Charles and Barbara Wil
hams, Awilda Woods, Mine'
va a nd Wilma
Dorris,
Georgia Harvey, Bennie and
Gladys Jennings; Ethel WatkYns, Ted and Annie Mae
Johnson, Haywood Strickland
from
Atlanta, Ga.
Lozella Marzette and Bill
Brown, Ada Ingram, Donna
Polk, Fay Lee Wood s,
Marguerite McChriston,
Charles and Fannie WoodBell,
ard, Rev. Ezekiel
Kathryn N u b ia, Tommy
Sykes, Curtis and Janice
Jeans, Mildred Moore.,
Shirley McGray, Jewel Reid,
Paul Pa rh am, Dwayne
George Garrett. Charles and
Betty Nix', Vanessa Carter,
Keenan Rance Nix, Glei,
Mx, Erma Franklin and the
honored guest Barbara Simp-

The alarming increases in
drug arrests in every state
across this country indicates
the magnitude of our most
critical problem. Yet progress is far too slow.
The figure for heroin addict-on alone, in the United
States, varies from a low of
70,644 to a high of 2,500,000
depending on the sampling
techniques used. In Tennessee, it is estimated that the

Muhammad stops
Ellis in 12th round

BARBARA SIMPSON

SOO.

New director for Upward Bound
TAG upward bound project
The man who has served
as director of the successful
government-sponsored
U pward Bound project at LeMoyne-Owen College since
June of 1966 is relinquishing
this post at the end of Au-

gust.
Willie E. Johnson. cif 2471
Zanone ave., is stepping down
as director of the project because of new guidelines issued by H.E.W. for 1971-72.
The project director, according to the new guide-

lines, must be a full-time
faculty member of the college.. Johnson. who is employed by the Memphis
Board of Education as principal of White Station elementary school, has been
serving as a part-time di-

Veterans information
Plan business talks
The Memphis Chapter of
the Na t,i o n al Bus:ties;
League in cooperation with
the Memphis Field Office
of the U.S. Dept of Commerce,. LeMoyne-Owen college and the Small Business
Administration will conduct
a series of elght bi-weekly
meetings titled "Small
Business Problems Semiear.The sessions will be aimed at exposing and solving

problems confronting
the
the operation of small businesses. Organ:2ation. personnel, financing, marketing, taxes, and expansion
of profits will be the subjects of discussion for the
being
sessions that are
conducted by business and
professional leaders.
LeMoyne-Owen colle ge
will be the s:te of the meetMonday,
ings be g inning

number of addicts has doubled from 1960 to 1970.
In a recent survey of 100
addicts sn New York City,
the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs found the
average habit to cost 832.50
a day. This is an annual
cost of 811,862.50 per addict.
This becomes particularly
interesting when the Bureau
show the
of Labor Statist
average annual earnings in

Aug. 2 and continuing thru
Aug. 30. The Seminar is
open to anyone interested
in the operation of a small
business. Certiftcates will
be awarded to all participants who complete thy'
course.
being
Registrations Are
accepted at the office of
Memphis C ha pter NBL,
588 Vance ave., or by
phone by calling 525-8203.

rector of the UpWard Bound
program.
He is being succeeded at
Charles
by
college
the
Bailey. Bailey is a member
of the LeMoyne-Owen faculty
and served as assistant pro,fesstir of sociology and cothe social
of
chairman
science division last year.
The Upward Bound project
helps prepare non-achieving
high school students for college. especially those from
low-income areas. Approximately 65 per cent of those
enrolled in the project, have
been admitted to colleges,
according to Johnson.
The project is year-round,'
with 60 students enrolled forl
weekend classes during the
regular school year and 70
attending the summer session.
A program honoring Johnson was given at the college
July 15 by Upward Bound
staff and students.

HOUSTON — Muhammad
Ali, . battering Jimmy Ellis
hopelessly on the ropes with
left hooks and right crosses,
scored a technical knockout over his former sparring partner in 2:10 of the
12th and final round of. their
heavyweight fight in the Astrodome Monday night.
Ali. moving gracefully des2 pounds,
1
pite his bulky 220/
took control of the fight in
the sixth round and signaled
the start of the end With an
uppercut midway through the
final round.
2 pounds lighter
/
Ellis. 311
than All at 189, staggered
backwards into his own corner and All chased him for
the kill.
Ali hit Ellis with two rights
in the corner and Ellis slid
across the ropes toward a
neutral corner.
Ali caught him halfway
across the ring and was battering Ellis helplessly with
left hooks and right crosses
when referee Jay Edison
stepped in and h at t e d the
bout to the approval of most
of the 32,000 fans.
All was far ahead on points
at the time.
There were no knockdowns
in the fight. and the only

blood split came from Al's
nose in the fourth and ninth
rounds.
Ellis, unmarked, bloodied
Ali's nose in the fourth with
a combination and in the
ninth round with a left jab.
All, dancing almost like
his pre-draft conviction days,
stayed out of reach of Ellis'
sneaky strong right hand
most of- the time and when
Ellis did get an opening All
usually ducked or picked the
punch off 'With his glove.
Ali. coming off of the only
loss of his career to heavyweight champion Joe Frazier 1
last March, now plans two
more fights before trying to
reclaim his crown with Frazier early next year.
Ellis apparently never hurt
the stronger All, but Ali had
trouble in the yurth, and
•
ninth rounds.
Prior to suf f e r in g the
bloody nose in round four.
Ali set Ellis up with tw o
jabs and staggered him with
a powerful overhand right
near Ellis' corner.
Ali peppered him with a
combination, but Ellis backed off and came back in to
hold on and weathered the
onslaught.

it y to he $6,New Y or
963.84. There is quite a discrepancy between these two
figures.
As you can well imagine,
much heroin fsnancing comes
from illegal activity ranging
from petty larceny, 'shoplifting, to armed robbery
and murder. Nationally, it
is estimated that as much
as $8.trIlion worth of property is stolen annually to support the heroin traffic. This
is a high price for society to
pay — monetarily or morally.
In Tampa, Florida, local
authorites have set up a
drug bounty system called
"Turn In a Pusher" or TIP.
This highly successful detection program has solicited 2,930 cells in. just six
months of its operation. Informants call their tps into
a secret -office manned by
civilians and get from $100
to 8500 in cash for information that leads to a conviction. Sponsoring bus.flesses connected with their
Chamber of Commerce have
already contributed. $7,900
for rewards.
President Nixon has an-1
flounced that the elimination'
of all sllegal drug traffic
now a prime goal of his ad
ministration and recent de
velopments prove that effort,

are being made at the highest level.
In support of the President's efforts, I am co-sponsoring the Administratlr's
proposal to establish a Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention to coneeotrate the resources of t h
nation in the crusade against
drug abuse.
In addAion• to domestic
initiatives, there is a pressing need for cooperation on
a global scale to limit the
supply of narcotics. To this
end,. I recently co-sponsored
S.Con.Res. 8 with Senator
Packwood. This 'bill expresses the sense of the Congress.
.that the President instruct
our representatives to the
U.N. and other Conventions
to' .give prime emphasis to
halting the flow of illYcit
drugs. ,
I support these two measures not as iastant solutions
hitt as a beginning to the
elimination of this dreaded
scourge.

Buy Bonds

TRI-STATE BANK
213 S. MAIN— 386 BEALE —1367 N. HOLLYWOOD

For Complete
Courteous - Confidential
Banking Services
TRY US
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
MIDTOWN
SOUTH
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

1620 MADISON

EAST

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

OPEN 22=- CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to son your Cook Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity'

HAMBURGER
59*
11).
31b. pkg. or more

Prices in the ad effective noonduly 29th. in,dnight thru
Aug. 3rd. We reserve the right to,limit quantal's. None
.
sold to dealers.

fresh ground

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CREAM STYLE
or WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN
17 OZ.
CAN
4-TOTAL LIMIT
BREAST °THICKEN
LIGHT MEAT CHUNK STYLE

TUNA FISH 3
95*
/
6'4-0Z. 3-LIMIT
E6y'
ST0K L4o
3-LIMIT

LUNCHEON MEAT434

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

1

Fred Mouton,

Help Mom and Dad
pay your way through
college.
If you're goon enough to get an
Army ROTC scholarship, it'll pay
for all your tuition, books and lab
fees. And give you year 'round
spending money.
If you're a high school graduate
and you take ROTC when you got a
crack at a three-year scholarship in
your freshman year. Or a two-year
one the year after. Or one that'll
pay for your last year.

the country. And you'll have the
chance to see some of the world,
too.

LTC Jelin H. Redd, Jr.
Alaborne AIM College
Normal, Al.. 35762

Check it out. Write one of the
officers below. There's no obligation. Just a great opportunity.

LTC Charles D. Randall
Alcorn ABM C•Ilege
Lermall, Mist. 39096

ARMY ROTC.
make it.

LTC Sanuel Washington, Jr
F lends AIM University
, Fla. 32307
Tallah

A great way to

LTC L•er H. R•berts
Jackson State C•Ilege
Jackson, Mis.. 39217

With Army ROTC, you never lose.
Evert if you don't win a scholarship
and the folks wind up footing the
bills, you get an Army commission
when you graduate. That makes a
college investment pay off a lot
better. For years to come.
As an Army officer, you'll exleadership. Manage men and
weis.
material. Work closely wIth people
from all walks of life. From all over

Meier Until *Grady
Hartis Caroline ALT State University
Greensboro, N.C. 27405
LTC Willie L. Johnson
South °milling State C•Ilego
Orangeburg, S.C. 29115

JOIPOS A. Harris
Chief, Min 14, Br
ATTN: AJAGR-P
HQ, Third US Army
Fr *Pherson, Go. 30330

Wier

LTC Arthur H Seabrook
Teak's*, Institirte
Teskegee, Al.. 36018

DRINKS

16-07. BTLS.

8/49*

PLUS DEPOSIT (2-CTN. LIMIT)
TWIN PET

43-:* et re

MACARONI ELBOW

CENTEFi CUT CHUCK OR
DOG FOOD 4/27t SHOULDER
CLOD L.S.D.A.

FOR CATS TOO 15-0Z. CAN 8-LIMIT HEAVY
SEALD SWEET FLORIDA
3-LIMIT FROZEN CONCENTRATF —

1-LB. PKG. 19e

KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

DRESSING

55*

16-0Z. BTL.

PILLSBURY CINNAMON

Franks
Ao 62* ROLLS
•

9Y, OZ.

29*

KRAFT AMERICAN

CHEESE

'650,

12-0Z. PKG.
SINGLE WRAPPED SLICES
BUSH'S SHOWBOAT

Beef
ib93* PORK 'N BEANS 141/r0Z. 2/23*
u274 m oast
ORANGE JUICE12-CAN
4
FOR AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING
U.S.DA.
33-0Z. .ink 91c
MUSSELMAN'S TENDER
Grade A
FINISH
.
(REG.093)'
SPAUCKER PRESERVES 3-LIMIT

Fryers
STRAWBERRY41139* Cut Up lb. 31*
Fred Mo ntost

Pure Pork
Sausage
2 Lb Bag 79*

Ham
Slices

f LB..914p

Pure Cane

Godchaux Sugar5 ja

•
v at a

RED CROSS

69* LB.

12-01-CAN -3-LIMIT
R. C. COLAS

18 oz. 29*

GRAPE JELLY

SIZE 45*
SALT
TOMATO CATSUP JUG32.07.
MEAT',
KELLY'S
first cut Lb.15*
TM
3-oz.
POTTED MEAT
team cut Lb.29$

JUICE
Chuck
PINE APPLE cAN 25* Steaks
ARMOUR TREET

3 LIMIT

DEL-MONTE

2/27*

CORN

SMUCKERS

•

SO

CUT ASPARAGUS
GREEN SPEARS

SAVE
\_

33*
FR ED I11-0t
—d—A—

PURE CANE

Godchaux
Sugar

1111

5 LBBA.G

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding value of coupon rover:chars
disc (Fresh milk products, antl-freeze, Turkeys and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law.) Coupon expires Mid- '
night WedneSday,Aug. 4th..
One Coupon Per Family Per Week

C

•
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Sports Horizon
BILL LITTLE

'OAKLAND - Major league baseball teams carry
large rosters consequently a lot of players don't get
the opportunity to play regularly. They may let this
eventuality get them down and become frustrated
bench warmers. But for Nlemphian IKE BROWN, the
Detroit Tigers' utility ace, you simply are doing a job.
LOCAL WRITER APOLOGIZES

Your TSD writer visited Brown before the opening
of a series with the Athletics here after the All-Star
break. Brown signed originally with the St. Louis Cardinals for a $500 bonus in 1960. The 29 year-old Memphian, who now makes his home in Lakeland, Fla.,
during the off season, earned 14 letters at Booker
T. Washington before attending Tennessee State Unitersity. St. Louis released Brown before the start of
the season and he wasn't picked up by the Tigers
until September of 1961. Brown spent the summer
barnstorming with the Kansas City Monarchs.
Brown said he had been called by a writer of a
local daily paper in Memphis and told that he was
sorry but until now his paper didn't know that Brown
was from Memphis. The jovial Ike thought that it was
rather peculiar since he had starred on the prep scene
in the Bluff City.
After putting in minor league time at such spots
as Jamestown, Duluth, Knoxville, Montgomery and
Toledo Brown caught the eyes of the Detroit brass.
Brown made the International League All-Star team
at Toledo in 1969. He also played all positions in one
game, and when in the same year after belting a homer and singling twice in a June exhibition game against
the parent Tigers. Brown was called up sporting a .356
batting average which included 11 homeruns.
HOMER FIRST HIT

Brown went into the record books when he blasted
out of the park at Yankee Stadium in his first at
bat June 17, 1969. The righthanded slugger hit a total
of five round trippers appearing mostly as a pinch.
'ffis best season with the Tigers was last season
when he led all Detroit batters with the exception of
Willie Horton. Brown had a respectable .287 mark.
Ike played two outfield pOsitions and a like number
of infield spots for Detroit last season. His best day
at the plate was a two homer barrage in a single
game against GEORGE BRUNET of Washington.
one

I
i

Three times blue...
These young women are competing for the ,chance to be
designated as "Miss Bluesettes," the name that will be
used for some fifty-odd young Memphis women who will
be joining in the "B. B. King Day" celebration oo Aug.
27 ... a day-long event designed to honor the "King of
the Blurs." The three ladies shown are distributing tic•
kets to the Club Paradise which will climax the da)
They are left to right: Misses Francis Miller, captain of
the group, Forlence Smith. and Joyce Johnson.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT

NO FINANCE CHARGE

Will Give You More Food for
Less Money. .and you'll still get

TOP VALUE STAMPS t
USDA

Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
Paint jobs -cash or on time.
All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easyl payments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
1.
2.
3.
4.

COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.

JEFFCOAT MOTORS

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

BOSTON
ROLL
ifr

in sizes 18 to 60
and 161
/
2 to 321/2

20-LB.
BAG

PKGS.

BONELESS ROAST

KROGER
BISCUITS

your favorite runabout
with a fit of flattery

$ 2000
ALL
CASH
Va To Make No Repairrar
Utility Check
310,250
'2630 Dakar
3250
5 rooms, 1 bath. FR

basically perfect
no iron step-in
$14

Down1485 6,450
$
No Down i
Payment
t;ALPI-I DEPAL.MA
$13,000
1170 Haynes
EASY VICTOR. WM4A5-LAP
5 rooms. 1 bath. Stone $250
Down
LEAD vorr4 51D Go,TofZE A
1479 Latham
$ 6,950
, CONNECTING ROD op.1 HtS
$100
6 rooms. 1 bath, FR
Down
MERCEDES-ITSLOWED TO
$14,950
330 Leech Cove
A STOP WM A MILETOGO
3250 .
7r00ma. I bath. BV
, AND DEPALMA PUSHED HIS
Down
1157EastRyder Place $ 6,800
CAIZ1V11-1E FIMISH LUZ AS
ALL
7room; I bath. FR
' wikwEsz Joe DAwson)PAssCASH
RACE!
Va To Make No Repairs Or
ED HIM SY 100114E1912
Utility Cheek
KA, Foray

Gabay
4 rooms, 1 bath, FR

=Ma

Buy Bonds

COUNTRY CLUB

TENDER TASTY

ALL-BEEF
HAMBURGER,

YELLOW
CORN

51B.PKG.

INDIANAPOLIS'MOST
FAMOUS LOSER?

Sec Any Broker

specially sized
161/2 to 241/2
button front shift
• contrast stitch trim
• machine washable, no-iron
• Dacron polyester and cotton
• navy or red

325

•CANS

KROGER
MEL-0-SOFT
BREAD
REGULAR or
"MADE-with-BUTTERMILK"

QUARTER
PORK
LOIN
10 TO 12 END and CENTER-CUT CHOPS

-

o'case add 7."t r:!age•
appro;nate in yaw area

C3 :do

5 'a

LOAVES•

RED
FRYING
RIPE
CHICKEN
WATERMELON
PARTS
FAMIt Y PAK i,ilX

DEL MONTE
z' DRINKS

J STOUT SHOPPE 8

DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 5274436
UNION AVE. •
1002 UNION
• 2744065
WHITEHAVEN • 4270 Hwy St S. • 39E-0064
rkon whiranowil Mon. and ;),,,

3

88c
III

1-LB.
CANS

324-4406

• 5237 POPLAR
• 3118 THOMAS (NV/Y. 51 N.)
• 2574 LAMAR

682-1661
358-4585

•4255 HWY. SI SOUTH

396-0995

743-5370

ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

IPD 11.60. It 16

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 134-lb. size frafezer

$29995

Frigidaire:
Flowing Hoot

DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1-18
Medal WAS

WASHER

1199"

4

with 1-1b. Kroger
Saltines pr Grahams
4 with 39 or more
I. Bananas
9c with 3-lbs.

2

.1

100
EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS

$15995

with this coupon
and $5.00 purchase,
excluding-tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products and In addition to any airier purchase rsouirensont
3ood thru Tuea., Aug.
3. Limit one.

Frigidaire Range 'teams fine door, big storage draw

Boy so Ice's
ALL S STORES OPEN DAILY 8 A.M.-0 P.M.

2 pkgs. Royal Viking
50 with
Danish Pastries

(B

WEN OW-OTP
Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap II Super-Surge washing action-needs little or no
pre-rinsing MI 4 Cycles-including Plate Warmer.

$18995

Comfiest Pay Piss

.
_ SPRITE or
COKES 10-oz.
BOTTLES
6-BTL. alp.
CTNS.,4P II
;
th Mil coupon and
10.00 additional purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tues.:111Y.
Aug. 3. Limit One.
(Subject to apOlicablis
-tab IS local Ueda

2:heads
Q
w intr2s
5
l
/wee Lettuce
with
5
7
pe
ki ne with -lbs. or more Ground
Chuck, Round or
iorienakf
wi o odkgSsirB
en Cht
Breakfast
LW Center-Cut Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs. Fryer
9
kici Breast Le or Thighs
with any -1.0
o:
:
7M-le .1pkg. Kentucky
Farm Pork Sausage
with a 1.16. pkg. Kentucky
sfas
,Farm Pork Sausage
1
with $ 2-11). pkg. ol Gum
Drops, Orange Slices or
Drops
Spica

5 se'itrdi
5O w

'

-4•-11.4011

4

4
,
OCIE'r
K

a
A

4

50

1

AL

4

en

Closed Sunday

4

/

AND UP

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

CO.
L I. GATLIN IL

summit

EA.

•
•

MIXED FRYER
STOKELY
QUARTERS 7,1BONUS COUPON
APPLESAUCE

A
• 3431

RN
WE
GROWN
ANTALOUPE

64/

$

ORANGE,GRAPE or PUNCH

S locations

APPLIANCE
R. G. RISME
L I. GATLIN

10 EARS88
.

• 34

14-02.
CANS
Sea 1,65 • • •

RED
POTATOES

BONE-IN RUMP ROAST

14.0,88

J fashion specialists

6902Vorth 6th Street
11 room 4 baths, FR

14

PEACHES

.0,39t 8 28c

Pro-Files

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
1
2% Loans Available
iXomgwm. 7/

SUNNY SLOPE

or BONE-IN SWISS STEAK

BANQUET
CREAM
PIES

dolt Mown • union :Ise. • uhitehasen

Just before Ike left the clubhouse he was asked
about the Tigers' fiery field boss BILLY MARTIN.
"If he got something* to tell you he takes you aisde
and tells you, but we get along fine." Brown said of
Martin who once decked one of his players at Nlinnesota.
Brown was very philosophical about not playing
regularly as a utility man. "At contract time I tell
the club I have done a job for them and get paid
accordingly."

FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

ROUND
STEAK

GRADE A
KROGER
EGGS

LI.

297 Vance Ave. Downtown
PH. 526-0373

RESPECTS BILLY MARTIN

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

LARGE

NV

.•
.....
,
,

2
gAlsER-HOLLYWoop
aSt-ifimAR,spi;j
OAR
scCTT
(TE HAVEN_
g toms.
(51
1A16140

sourg

COME SMILE WI114 LAS, HAVE FUN
(AS UNDER TI-IE s:RuiGGLy ROOF

WITH

